Twelfth Session, Commencing at 11.30 am

3453*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 95-96, (3.426 grams), obv. laureate head of Domitian
to right, around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM P M TR
P XV, rev. around IMP XXII COS XVII CENS P P P, altar
surmounted by two legionary eagles, (S.2739 [£1000 EF],
BMC p.344 note, RIC 195, RSC 266). Toned, extremely
fine and very rare.
$2,500

ROMAN IMPERIAL COINS

The Reka Devnia hoard contained 81,044 silver denarii and 632 denarii of
this ruler but no examples of this variety.

3456*
Nerva, (A.D. 96-98), silver cistophorus, Ephesus or
Pergamum mint, issued 97, (10.136 grams), obv. laureate
head of Nerva to right, around IMP NERVA CAES AVG P M
TR POT P P COS III, rev. COM ASI either side of tetrastyle
temple, containing Nerva crowned by female deity, (S.3014
[£600 VF], cf.RIC 122, RSC 14a, BMC 79). Nearly very
fine and very scarce.
$1,300
An interesting reverse used by Claudius, see example in this sale. It was also
revived by Vespasian.

3454*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), AE sestertius, Rome mint, (24.67
grams), issued A.D. 90-91, obv. laureate head of Domitian
to right, around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM COS XV
CENS PER P P, rev. Jupiter seated to left, holding sceptre and
Victory, IOVI VICTORI around, S C in exergue, (cf.S.2766,
RIC 388, C.314). Dark brown patina, nearly extremely
fine/good very fine and rare in this condition.
$1,250

3457*
Nerva, (A.D. 96-98), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
January A.D. 98, (3.302 grams), obv. laureate head of Nerva
to right, around IMP NERVA CAES AVG GERM P M TR
P II, rev. around IMP II COS IIII, Fortuna standing left,
holding rudder and cornucopiae, (S.3029 [£430 EF], RIC
42, RSC 86). Slightly of centred on the reverse, otherwise
nearly extremely fine and rare.
$500
In the Reka Devnia Hoard of 81,044 coins, some 323 were of Nerva with
only one coin of this type.

3455*
Domitia, (wife of Domitian), (d. c.A.D. 138), silver
tetradrachm (three denarii), Ephesus mint, issued A.D. 82,
(10.860 grams), obv. draped bust of Domitia to right, around
DOMITIA AVGVSTA, rev. VENVS AVG, Venus standing
to right, her back facing, holding sceptre and resting on
column, (S.2903 [£750 VF], BMC 256, RIC 230, RSC 19).
Good fine/fine and rare.
$1,250

3458*
Nerva, (A.D. 96-98), AE As, Rome mint, issued A.D. Jan.
- Sept. 97, (10.760 grams), obv. laureate head of Nerva to
right, around IMP NERVA CAES AVG P M TR P COS III P
P, rev. around AEQVITAS AVGVST, Aequitas standing left,
holding scales and cornucopiae, (S.3060, RIC 77, C.7). Dark
green patina, good fine/fine and scarce.
$120
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3463*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver denarius, issued 113, Rome
mint, (3.300 grams), obv. laureate bust draped on far
shoulder to right of Trajan, around IM[P T]RAIANO AVG
GER DAC P M TR P COS [VI P P], rev. ARAB ADQ in
exergue, Arabia standing to front looking left, holding
branch and bundle of rods, at feet a camel to left, around S
P Q R OPTIMO PRINCIPI, (S.3118, BMC 474, RIC 245,
RSC.26). Nearly extremely fine, scarce.
$400

3459*
Nerva, (A.D. 96-98), AE as, Rome mint, issued A.D. 9697, (11.986 grams), obv. laureate head of Nerva to right,
around [IMP N]ERVA CAES AVG P M TR P COS III P P,
rev. around LIBERTAS [PV]BLICA, SC across, Libertas
standing to left, holding pileus and sceptre, (S.3064 [£185
VF], RIC 86, C.115). Attractive brown patina, very fine and
scarce in this condition.
$250

The Roman province of Arabia was created in 106 A.D., following the
annexation of the Nabataean kingdom by Cornelius Palma the Governor
of Syria.

3464
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver denarius, issued 116, Rome
mint, (3.024 grams), obv. laureate bust draped to right of
Trajan, around IMP CAES NER TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG
GER DAC, rev. FORT RED in exergue, Fortuna seated to
left, holding corucopiae and rudder, around P M TR P COS
VI P P S P Q R, (S.3139, RIC 318, RSC 154); another issued
113, (3.384 grams), obv. similar, rev. legionary eagle between
two standards, (S.3170, RIC 294, RSC 577a). Lightly toned,
otherwise nearly fine - good fine. (2)
$100

3460*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver tetradrachm (three denarii),
Ephesus or Pergamum mint, issued A.D. 98-99, (10.640
grams), obv. laureate head of Trajan to right, around IMP
CAES NERVA TRAIA N AVG GERM P M, rev. TR POT
COS II around, legionary eagle between two standards,
(S.3114 [£265 VF], BMC p.146, RIC 719, RSC 608). Very
fine and scarce.
$700

3461*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver denarius, issued 98-99, Rome
mint, (3.312 grams), obv. laureate bust draped to right of
Trajan, slight drapery on far shoulder, around IMP CAES
NERVA TRAIAN AVG GERM, rev. Mars advancing to right,
holding spear and trophy, around P M TR P COS IIII P P,
(cf.S.3146, RIC 38, BMC 76, RSC 222a). Light attractive
grey tone with a full flan, good very fine.
$180

3465*
Trajan, (A.D.98-117), AE sestertius, Rome mint, issued 116,
(26.26 grams), obv. laureate draped bust of Trajan to right,
around IMP CAES NER TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG GER
DAC P M TR P COS VI P P, rev. Fortuna seated to left holding
rudder and cornucopiae, around SENATVS POPVLVSQVE
ROMANVS, FORT RED over S C in exergue, (S.3193, RIC
651, C.157). Attractive dark green patina, nearly extremely
fine/good very fine and rare in this condition.
$1,200
Ex Manfred Wilschke, January 1991.

3462*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver denarius, issued 107, Rome
mint, (3.170 grams), obv. laureate bust to right of Trajan,
drapery on far shoulder, around IMP TRAIANO AVG GER
DAC P M TR P, rev. Pax standing to left, holding olive branch
and cornucopiae, DANVVIVS in exergue, around COS V P
P S P Q R OPTIMO PRINC, (S.3138 [£95 VF], RIC 100,
RSC 136). Bright, very fine and a rare type.
$180

Lot 3466

In the Reka Devnia Hoard of 81,044 coins, some 5217 were of Trajan and
only 18 were of this rare type.
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3466*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 101, (13.92 grams), obv. radiate bust with drapery on
far shoulder of Trajan to right, around IMP CAES NERVA
TRAIAN AVG GERM P M, rev. TR POT COS IIII P P, S
C in exergue, Abundance seated to left on chair formed by
two cornucopiae, (S.3225, RIC 429, C.603); another AE as,
(11.066 grams), obv. similar but head laureate right, rev. as
above Victory to left alighting with shield, (cf.S.3242, RIC
434, C.640). First with green patina, good fine and scarce,
second with some hoard patination very fine/fine. (2)
$140

3471*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 122, (2.930 grams), obv. laureate head of Hadrian to
right, around IMP CAESAR TRAIAN HADRIANVS AVG,
rev. around P M TR P COS III, galley to left with rowers
and mast, (cf.S.3529, RIC 113, RSC 1174a). Toned, nearly
very fine and rare.
$350

3467
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), AE quadrans, issued 107, Rome
mint, (3.742, 2.294 grams), obv. laureate head to right of
Trajan, around IMP CAES NERVA TRAIAN AVG, rev.
She wolf standing to left, S C in exergue, (S.3246, RIC 694,
BMC 1061, C.340). Dark green patina, fine - very fine,
scarce. (2)
$100

3472*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 124, Rome
mint, (3.462 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Hadrian,
around IMP CAESAR TRAIAN HADRIANVS AVG, rev.
FEL P R in exergue. P M TR P COS III around, Felicitas
seated to left holding caduceus and cornucopiae, (S.3486,
RIC 120, RSC 600). Bright, good very fine, a scarce type.
$180

3468*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 123, Rome
mint, (3.556 grams), obv. laureate bust to right of Hadrian,
drapery on far shoulder, around IMP CAESAR TRAIAN
HADRIANVS AVG, rev. P M TR P COS III around, Aequitas
standing to left holding scales and cornucopiae, (S.3520,
RIC 80, RSC 1120). Toned, nearly extremely fine, rare in
this condition.
$150

In the Reka Devnia Hoard of 81,044 coins, some 5892 were of Hadrian
and only 25 were of this type.

3473*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 128, Rome
mint, (3.172 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Hadrian,
drapery on left shoulder, around HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS,
rev. COS III around, Annona standing left, foot on inverted
modius, holding hook and cornucopiae, (S.3474, RIC 170,
RSC 379). Lightly toned, extremely fine, scarce.
$400

3469*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 122, Rome
mint, (2.856 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Hadrian
draped on far shoulder, around IMP CAESAR TRAIAN
HADRIANVS AVG, rev. P M TR P COS III around, Felicitas
standing to left holding caduceus and cornucopiae, (cf.
S.3487, RIC 83, RSC 1143); Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244),
silver antoninianus, Rome mint, issued 243-4, (3.922 grams),
obv. radiate bust right, around IMP GORDIANVS PIVS
FEL AVG, rev. VICTORIA AETER, Victory running to right
(S.8663, RIC 155, RSC 349). First with ragged edge and
good very fine, second very fine. (2)
$120

3474
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 128, (3.144 grams), obv. laureate head of Hadrian to
right, around HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS, rev. around COS
III, crescent and seven stars, (S.3484, RIC 200, RSC 460);
another issued 121, (2.894 grams), obv. laureate head to left,
rev. Mars advancing right, carrying spear and trophy, P M
TR P COS III aroud, (S.3516, RIC 67, RSC 1073). Very fine
- good very fine. (2)
$180

3470
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 122, Rome
mint, (3.222 grams), obv. laureate bust to right of Hadrian
draped on far shoulder, around IMP CAESAR TRAIAN
HADRIANVS AVG, rev. P M TR P COS III around, Hadrian
standing to left holding rudder on globe and resting on a
spear, (S.3528, RIC 110, RSC 1162a); others cast copies (2)
of Republican denarii, M.Furius L.f. Philus, (c.119 B.C.),
(cf.S.156) and Q. Fufius Calenus and Mucius Cordus, (c.70
B.C.), (cf.S.338). Fine - very fine. (3)
$80

3475*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 137, Rome
mint, (3.008 grams), obv. bare head to right of Hadrian,
around HADRIANVS AVG COS III P P, rev. SALVS AVG,
Salus standing to right feeding a snake arising from altar,
(S.3540, RIC 267, RSC 1336). Nearly extremely fine, lightly
toned.
$250
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3476*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 136, Rome
mint, (3.220 grams), obv. bare head to right of Hadrian,
around HADRIANVS AVG COS III PP, rev. ALEXAN DRIA
around, Alexandria standing left, holding sistrum and snake
in basket, (S.3460, RIC 300, RSC 154). Lightly toned, very
fine or better, and a scarce type.
$150

3480*
Aelius, Caesar, (A.D. 136-138), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 137, (3.358 grams), obv. bare head of Aelius
to right, around L AELIVS CAESAR, rev. around TR POT
COS II, across PIE TAS, Pietas standing to right sacrificing
over altar and holding incense box, (S.3971 [£200 VF],
RIC 438-9, RSC 36, BMC 989). Toned, some surface hoard
patination, otherwise good very fine and rare.
$500
The Reka-Devnia hoard that contained 156 coins of Aelius and 19 coins
of this variety.

3477*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), AE sestertius, issued 131, (27.51
grams), obv. bare headed draped and cuirassed bust of
Hadrian to right, around HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS, rev.
above FELICITATI AVG, below COS III P P, galley rowed
to left over waves, steersman under arched shelter in stern,
S C across field, (cf.S.3596, RIC 706, cf.C.662). Brown
patination, nearly very fine and very rare.
$1,000

3481*
Antoninius Pius, (A.D. 138-161), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 141, (3.282 grams), obv. ANTONINVS AVG
PIVS P P TR P COS III, bare head to right, rev. GENIVS POP
ROMANI, Genius of the Roman People standing facing,
head to right, holding sceptre and cornucopiae, (S.4085,
RIC 70, BMC 207, RSC 405). Good very fine, bright and
scarce.
$120
In the Reka Devnia Hoard of 81,044 coins, some 7734 were of Antoninus
Pius and only 48 were of this type.

3478*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), AE as, issued 126, (9.158
grams), obv. laureate head of Hadrian to right, around
[HADRIA]NVS AVGVSTVS, rev. below COS III P [P], galley
rowed to left over waves, steersman under arched shelter in
stern, S C across field, (S.3682, RIC 673, C.446). Dark green
patination, some surface corrosion on the reverse, otherwise
nearly very fine/fine.
$150
3479
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), AE as, Rome mint, issued 133
A.D., (10.848 grams), obv. laureate bust of Hadrian to right,
rev. FORTVNA AVG, Fortuna standing left, holding rudder
and cornucopiae, S C across, (cf.S.3599 (sestertius), RIC 811,
C.766); Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), AE as, (10.085
grams), Rome mint, issued A.D. 157-158, obv. laureate
head of Antoninus Pius to right, around ANTONINVS AVG
PIVS P P IMP II, rev. Annona standing right with rudder
and modius on knee, S C across, around TR POT XXI COS
IIII, (S.4266, RIC 980, C.-); another similar issued 155-156,
(10.084 grams), Jupiter seated left holding Victory, COS IIII
around, SC in exergue, (S.-, RIC 954a, C.195); Faustina
Junior, (wife of Marcus Aurelius), (d.A.D. 175), AE as, issued
154-156, (8.742 grams), obv. FAVSTINA AVGVSTA, draped
bust to right, rev. Salus seated to left feeding snake twined
around altar, (S.5303, RIC 1570, C.203). Nearly fine - nearly
very fine, several with hoard find patina. (4)
$160

3482*
Antoninius Pius, (A.D. 138-161), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 153, (3.402 grams), obv. ANTONINVS AVG
PIVS P P TR P XVI, laureate head to right, rev. COS IIII,
Annona standing to left holding two corn-ears and resting
left hand on modius, set on prow, (cf.S.4068, RIC 221, BMC
786, RSC 290). Extremely fine, bright and scarce.
$140
In the Reka Devnia Hoard of 81,044 coins, some 7734 were of Antoninus
Pius and 155 were of this type.

3483*
Antoninius Pius, (A.D. 138-161), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 155, (3.568 grams), obv. ANTONINVS AVG PI
VS P P TR P XVIII, laureate head to right, rev. COS IIII, Vesta
standing to left before altar, holding patera and palladium,
(cf.S.4065, RIC 238, BMC 829, RSC 201). Extremely fine,
bright and scarce.
$140
In the Reka Devnia Hoard of 81,044 coins, some 7734 were of Antoninus
Pius and only 21 were of this type.
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3484*
Antoninius Pius, (A.D. 138-161), silver denarius, Rome
mint, issued 158-159, (3.314 grams), obv. ANTONINVS
AVG PIVS P P TR P XXII, laureate head to right, rev. AES
DIVI AVG REST COS IIII around, octastyle temple of Divus
Augustus containing cult statues of Augustus and Livia,
(S.4048, RIC 284, RSC 2). Nearly extremely fine/very fine
and scarce.
$100

3488*
Faustina Senior, (wife of Antoninus Pius), (died A.D.141),
silver denarius, (3.322 grams), issued 145, Rome mint,
obv. draped bust to right of Faustina, around DIVA AVG
FAVSTINA, rev. Pietas standing to left dropping incense
on lighted altar and holding box, around PIETA S AVG,
(S.4598, BMC 311, RIC 394a, RSC 234). Good very fine
and bright.
$100
In the Reka Devnia Hoard of 81,044 coins, some 4158 were of Faustina
Senior and 129 were of this type.

3489
Faustina Senior, (wife of Antoninus Pius), (died A.D.141),
silver denarius, (3.336 grams), issued after 147, Rome
mint, obv. draped bust to right of Faustina, around DIVA
FAVSTINA, rev. Aeternitas or Providentia facing with veil
blown out around, holding globe and hand on veil, around
AETERNITAS, (cf.S.4574, BMC 373, RIC 351, RSC 32);
AE sestertius, (22.69 grams), issued after 147 B.C., obv.
around DIVA FAVSTINA, draped bust of Faustina Senior
to right, rev. around AVGVSTA, Vesta standing left holding
paladium and sceptre, S C across field, (S.4617, RIC 1124,
C.110). Very fine; good fine. (2)
$200

3485*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), AE sestertius, (27.74
grams), Rome mint, issued A.D. 150-151, obv. laureate head
of Antoninus Pius to right, around ANTONINVS AVG PIVS
P P TR P XIIII, rev. Aequitas standing to left, holding scales
and cornucopiae, CO[S IIII], S C across field, (cf.S.4162,
RIC 866, C.246). Even dark brown patina, attractive very
fine/fine.
$300

3490*
Marcus Aurelius (as Caesar), (A.D. 161-180), silver denarius,
Rome mint, issued A.D. 156-7, (3.298 grams), obv. bare head
of Marcus Aurelius to right, around AVRELIVS CAESAR
ANTON AVG PII F, rev. around TR POT XI COS II, Virtus
standing to left, holding spear and parazonium, (S.4793,
BMC 893, RIC 473, RSC 721). Bright, slightly off centred,
otherwise extremely fine and scarce.
$140

3486*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), AE as, (9.390 grams), Rome
mint, issued A.D. 143, obv. laureate head of Antoninus Pius
to left, around [ANT]ONINVS AVG PIVS PP TR P COS III,
rev. ANCILIA [IMPERATO]R II, S C across, two ancilia
(shields) side by side each with projections, (S.4293, RIC
736a, C.30). Dark brown patina, good fine and scarce.
$300

85 examples of this type present in the Reka-Devnia Hoard, containing 7716
coins of Marcus Aurelius.

3487*
Antoninius Pius and Marcus Aurelius, (A.D. 138-161), silver
denarius, Rome mint, issued A.D. 140, (2.908 grams), obv.
ANTONINVS AVG PI VS P P TR P COS III, laureate head
to right, rev. AVRELIUS CAESAR AVG PII F COS, bare
headed bust of Marcus Aurelius draped to right, (S.4524,
RIC 417a, RSC 15a [var.EIIIa/AEb], BMC 159); another
silver denarius, Rome mint, issued 139, (3.164 grams), obv.
ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P, laureate head to right, rev.
TR POT COS II, clasped hands holding caduceus and two
ears of corn, (S.4111, RIC 54b, RSC 873). Nearly very fine,
first scarce. (2)
$250

3491*
Marcus Aurelius, (A.D. 161-180), silver denarius, Rome
mint, issued A.D. 166, (3.294 grams), obv. laureate head of
Marcus Aurelius to right, around M ANTONINVS AVG
ARM PARTH MAX, rev. around TR P XX IMP IIII COS III,
PAX in exergue, Marcus Aurelius standing to left, holding
branch and sceptre, (S.4915, BMC 401, RIC 159, RSC 435).
Toned, extremely fine and scarce.
$120
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3492*
Faustina Junior (wife of Marcus Aurelius), (d.A.D. 175),
posthumous silver denarius, (3.074 grams), obv. around
DIVA FAV STINA PIA, draped bust to right, rev. CONSE
CRATIO, peacock standing facing with open tail, (cf.S.5215,
RSC 70, RIC M743). Bright, good very fine.
$100

3496*
Lucius Verus, (A.D. 161-169), AE as, Rome mint, (8.580
grams), issued A.D. 163, obv. Bare head to right, around IMP
CAES L AVREL VERVS [AVG], rev. galley to left, holding
rudder S C across field, around FELIC AVG TR P III, COS II
in exergue. (S.5409, RIC 1331, BMC 1061, C.74). Attractive
dark brown patina, minor weaknesses in legend, otherwise
nearly very fine and very scarce.
$200

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 3504 coins of
Faustina Junior but only 32 coins of this variety.

3493*
Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus, restored issue honouring
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 161-169), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 168-9, (2.968 grams), obv. praetorian galley to
left, around ANTONINVS AVGVR III VIR R P C, rev. LEG
VI in field, around ANTONINVS ET VERVS AVG REST,
legionary eagle between two standards, (S.5236, RIC 443
[p.248], BMC 500, RSC 83 [Mark Antony], Bab. ii, p.587
No.56 [Pl.ix 191]). Toned, good fine and scarce.
$300

3497*
Commodus, (A.D. 177-192), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 184, (2.940 grams), obv. laureate head of
Commodus to right, around [M] COMMODVS ANTON
AVG PIVS, rev. around P M TR P VIIII IMP VII COS IIII P P,
modius containing corn ears, (cf.S.5675, RIC 94, RSC 468).
Bright, nearly extremely fine/good very fine and scarce.
$140
The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 3146 coins of
Commodus, but only 10 coins of this variety.

3494*
Lucius Verus, (A.D. 161-169), silver denarius, issued 162,
Rome mint, (3.192 grams), obv. IMP L AVREL VERVS
AVG, bare head to right, rev. Providentia standing to left,
holding globe and cornucopiae, around PROV DEOR TR
P II COS II, (cf.S.5354, RIC 482, RSC 155). Toned, good
very fine/very fine.
$200

3498*
Commodus, (A.D. 177-192), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 187, (2.746 grams), obv. laureate head of
Commodus to right, around M COMM ANTO P FEL
AVG BRIT, rev. around P M TR P XI IMP VII COS V P P,
Commodus seated left on curule chair, holding globe and
roll, (S.5677, RIC 124, RSC 504). Bright, good very fine
and very scarce.
$120

3495*
Lucius Verus, (A.D. 161-169), silver denarius, issued 163,
Rome mint, (3.108 grams), obv. around IMP L AVREL
VERVS AVG, bare head to right, rev. Providentia standing
to left, holding globe and cornucopiae, around PROV DEOR
TRP COS II, (S.5354, RIC 491, RSC 156). Very fine and
scarce.
$150

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 3146 coins of
Commodus, but only 26 coins of this variety.

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 1325 coins of Lucius
Verus, with 115 coins of this variety.
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3502*
Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-211), silver denarius,
Alexandria mint, issued A.D. 194, (3.256 grams), obv.
laureate head of Septimius Severus to right, around IMP CAE
L SEP SEV PERT AVG, rev. around AEQVI TAS II, Aequitas
standing left, holding scales and cornucopiae, (S.6258, RIC
344, RSC 18). Poorly struck and irregular edge as usual,
very fine and a rare mint issue.
$100

3499*
Crispina (wife of Commodus), (m. A.D.177), silver denarius,
Rome mint, issued 178-180, (2.208 grams), obv. draped bust
to right of Crispina with hair bound up behind head, around
CRISPI NA AVG, rev. CONCORDIA around, clasped hands;
another AE sestertius, Rome mint, issued 180-182, (21.26
grams), obv. similar around, CRISPINA AVGVSTA, rev.
Concordia seated to left, holding patera and cornucopiae,
S C in exergue, CONCORDIA around, (S.5997, RIC 279,
BMC 29, RSC 9; S.6004, RIC 665, C.6). Nearly very fine
and scarce. (2)
$160

Ex Roger A. Bickford-Smith Collection (author of study of this series “The
Imperial Mints in the East for Septimius Severus” in Rivista Italiana 1994/5);
and from CNG Auction Sale 47 (lot 1768 part).
An issue of silver from one of several temporary mints in the east, Alexandria
in Egypt struck coins for Pescennius Niger but went over to Severus in
February 194. The issues small in number continued for a year from this
mint.

3503
Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-211), silver denarius, Laodicea
mint, issued 197, (2.994 grams), obv. L SEP SEV PERT AVG
IMP VIII around, laureate head to right, rev. PROFECTO
AVG around, Septimius on horseback advancing to right,
raising right hand, (S.6352, RIC 138, RSC 576); Julia
Domna, wife of Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-217), silver
denarius, issued 203, Rome mint, (3.186 grams), obv. draped
bust to right of Julia Domna, around IVLIA AVGVSTA,
rev. Pietas standing to left both hands raised in invocation,
altar at feet, around PIETAS PVBLICA, (S.6601, RIC 574
[Severus], RSC 156); Maximinus I, (A.D. 235-238), silver
denarius, Rome mint, (1.858 grams), obv. laureate bust of
Maximinus I to right, around IMP MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG,
rev. Salus seated to left, SALVS AVGVSTI, (S.8316, RIC 14,
RSC 85). Mostly toned, first on small flan and nearly fine,
others very fine. (3)
$140

The Reka-Devnia hoard contained 88,044 silver coins, including 596 coins
of Crispina and 62 of this denarius variety.

3500*
Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-211), silver denarius, issued
204, Rome mint, (3.272 grams), obv. laureate bust to right
of Septimius Severus, around SEVERVS PIVS AVG, rev. Dea
Caelestis, holding thunderbolt and sceptre seated facing
head right on lion leaping to right, over water which gushes
from rock, around INDVLGENTIA AVGG, IN CARTH in
exergue, (S.6285, RIC 266, RSC 222). Extremely fine and
scarce.
$120
The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 7256 coins of
Septimius Sevberus, with 198 coins of this variety. The type refers to
a special type of favour shown to Carthage, capital of Severus native
province. It appears to be connected with the city’s water supply (perhaps
a new aqueduct). The principal female deity of Carthage was known to the
Romans as Dea Caelestis, “Celestial goddess”. Although not named on the
coin, there can be little doubt that she is the figure shown riding on the lion.
In the Reka Devnia hoard there were 6220 examples of Septimius Severus
198 were of this type.

3504*
Julia Domna (wife of Septimius Severus), (A.D. 193-217),
silver denarius, issued 194, Laodicea mint, (2.404 grams),
obv. draped bust to right of Julia Domna, around IVLIA DO
MNA AVG, rev. Venus standing to right, resting on column,
holding apple and palm over shoulder, around VENERI
VICTR, (S.6608, RIC 632 [Severus], RSC 194, BMC 424).
Good very fine.
$120

3501*
Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-211), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.358 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Septimius
Severus, around SEVERVS PIVS AVG, rev. Liberalitas
standing to left, holding abacus and cornucopiae, around
IIII LIBERALITAS AVGG, (cf.S.6306, RIC 276, RSC 293).
Extremely fine and scarce.
$120

In the Reka Devnia hoard containing 3409 examples of Julia Domna only
77 were of this type.
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3509*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver denarius issued 216, Rome
mint, (3.368 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Caracalla,
around ANTONINVS PIVS AVG GERM, rev. Jupiter
standing right looking back, holding sceptre and thunderbolt,
around P M TR P XVIIII COS IIII P P, (cf.S.6836, RIC 275b,
RSC 337). With light tone, extremely fine, scarce.
$120

3505*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver denarius, issued 212,
Rome mint, (3.264 grams), obv. laureate draped bust to
right of Caracalla, around ANTONINVS PIVS AVG, rev.
galley with rowers travelling to left over waves, around
ADVENT AVGG, (S.6790, RIC 120, RSC 3). Very fine or
better and rare.
$200
Ex Classical Numismatic Group Sale XX, March 25, 1992 (lot 791) and
with ticket.

3506
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver denarius, issued 204, Rome
mint, (3.278 grams), obv. laureate bust draped to right of
Caracalla, around ANTONINVS PIVS AVG, rev. Victory
advancing to left, holding wreath and palm, around VICT
PART MAX, (S.6895, RIC 144b, RSC 658). Toned, nearly
extremely fine, scarce.
$100

3510*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), AE sestertius, issued 210-213,
Rome mint, (26.70 grams), obv. laureate bust draped
and cuirassed to right of Caracalla, around M AVREL
ANTONI]NVS PIVS AVG GERM, rev. Aesculapius standing
facing head to left, holding snake-entwined staff, Telesphorus
at his feet to left, globe to right, around P M TR P XVIII IMP
III, COS IIII P P, S C across field, (S.6933 [same reverse die
as illustrated p.513], RIC 538a, C.329). Attractive brown
patina, extremely fine and very rare in this condition.
$2,500

3507*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver denarius, issued 203, Rome
mint, (3.108 grams), obv. laureate bust draped to right of
Caracalla, around ANTONINVS PIVS AVG, rev. Virtus or
Roma standing to left, holding Victory and spear, around
VIRTVS AVGG, (S.6903, RIC 149, RSC 665a). Bright, good
very fine, scarce.
$80

3511*
Plautilla (wife of Caracalla), (c.A.D. 202-205), silver
denarius, issued 203, (3.006 grams), obv. draped bust of
Plautilla to right, around PLAVTILLA AVGVSTA, rev.
Pietas standing to right holding a child, around PIETAS
AVG, (S.7072, RIC 367, RSC 16). Large flan well centred,
extremely fine and scarce.
$150

Ex Marc Melcher Collection and Noble Numismatics sale 78 (lot 5178).

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 507 coins of Plautilla
and 113 coins of this variety.

3508*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver denarius, issued 213, Rome
mint, (2.466 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Caracalla,
around ANTONINVS PIVS AVG BRIT, rev. Victory walking
to left holding wreath, around MONETA AVG, (S.6821,
RIC 224, RSC 165). Bright, flan crack, otherwise extremely
fine, scarce.
$90

3512*
Geta, (A.D.209-212), silver denarius, issued as Caesar 206,
Rome mint, (3.078 grams), obv. GETA CAES PONTIF,
bare-headed draped bust to right, rev. around MINERVA,
Minerva standing left, resting on shield and spear, (S.7182,
BMC 245, RIC 46, RSC 77). Toned, ragged edge, otherwise
extremely fine/good very fine and scarce.
$120

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 5736 coins of
Caracalla with 135 coins of this variety.
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3513*
Geta, (A.D.209-212), silver denarius, issued as Caesar 206,
Laodicea mint, (2.936 grams), obv. P SEPTIMVS GETA
CAES, bare-headed draped bust to right, rev. around MARTI
V[ICTORI], Mars advancing to right, carrying spear and
trophy, (S.7179, BMC 302, 742, RIC 103, RSC 76). Slightly
off centred reverse, otherwise nearly extremely fine/very fine
and scarce.
$80

3517*
Elagabalus, (A.D. 218-222), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 219, (3.022 grams), obv. laureate bust of
Elagabalus draped to right, around IMP ANTO NINVS
PIVS AVG, rev. around PROVID DEORVM, Providentia
standing facing head to left, crossed legs, resting arm on
column, holding rod and cornucopiae, globe at feet, (S.7541,
RIC 130, RSC 244). Light tone, good very fine.
$100

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 2169 coins of Geta,
but only 46 coins of this variety.

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 4010 coins of
Elagabalus, with 57 coins of this variety.

3514*
Macrinus, (A.D. 217-218), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(2.912 grams), issued A.D. 217, obv. bearded Macrinus
laureate cuirassed bust to right, around IMP C M OPEL
SEV MACRINVS AVG. rev. Fides Militum standing to left
holding two standards, around PONTIF MAX TR P COS
P P, (S.7345, RIC 22A, RSC 60). Bright, extremely fine and
rare.
$400

3518*
Julia Paula (first wife of Elagabalus), (A.D. 219-220), silver
denarius, issued 219, (2.504 grams), obv. draped bust of
Julia Paula to right, around IVLIA PAVLA AVG, rev. Venus
seated to left on throne, holding apple and sceptre, around
FELIX GENETRIX, (S.7658 [£170 EF], RIC 222, RSC 21).
Good very fine and scarce.
$200

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 330 coins of
Macrinus, with 20 coins of this variety.

3519*
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), silver antoninianii, Rome mint,
issued 243-4, (4.022 grams), obv. radiate bust right, around
IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, rev. FELICIT TEMP
around, Felictias standing to left, holding long caduceus and
cornucopiae. (S.8607, RIC 140, RSC 71), Struck on a broad
flan, lightly toned, extremely fine and scarce as such.
$100

3515*
Elagabalus, (A.D. 218-222), silver antoninianus, Rome
mint, issued A.D. 219-220, (4.502 grams), obv. radiate bust
of Elagabalus draped and cuirassed to right, around IMP
ANTONINVS AVG, rev. around TEMPORVM FELICITAS,
Felicitas standing partly to left, holding caduceus and
cornucopiae, (S.2089, RIC 149, RSC 281). Struck on a large
flan, good very fine, scarce.
$120

3520*
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), silver antoninianus, Rome mint,
issued 240-244, (5.374 grams), obv. radiate bust of Gordian
III to right, around IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, rev.
Felicitas standing to left, holding caduceus and cornucopiae,
around FELICITAS TEMPORVM, (S.8608, RIC 142, C.81).
Nearly extremely fine.
$100

3516*
Elagabalus, (A.D. 218-222), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 219, (3.238 grams), obv. laureate bust of
Elagabalus draped to right, around IMP ANTO NINVS
AVG, rev. around PROVID DEORVM, Providentia standing
left, holding globe and cornucopiae, (S.7540, RIC 128, RSC
242). Bright, nearly extremely fine/good very fine.
$120
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3521
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), silver antoninianus, Rome mint,
issued 241-3, (4.076 grams), obv. radiate bust right, around
IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, rev. IOVI STATORI
around, Jupiter standing facing, (S.8615, RIC 84, RSC 109);
another (3.926 grams) similar issued 243-4, obv., rev. around
MARTEM PROPVGNATOREM, Mars advancing to right,
carrying transverse spear and shield, (S.8624, RIC 147, RSC
160); AE sestertius, Rome mint, (16.858 grams), issued 2434, obv. laureate draped and cuirassed bust of Gordian III to
right, around IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, rev. around
SECVRITAS PERPETVA, S C across field, Securitas standing
to left, holding sceptre and resting on column, (S.8740, RIC
335a, C.337). First two extremely fine, last fine. (3)
$200

3525*
Philip I, (A.D. 244-249), silver antoninianius, Rome mint,
issued 245-7, (2.796 grams), obv. radiate bust to right,
around IMP M IVL PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Roma seated to left
holding Victory and sceptre, around ROMAE AETERNAE,
(S.8952, RIC 44b, RSC 169); another, silver antoninianius,
Rome mint, issued 248, (3.726 grams), obv. radiate bust to
right, around IMP PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Nobilitas standing
right, holding sceptre and globe, around NOBILITAS AVGG,
S in left field, (S.8938, cf.RIC 8, RSC 98). Both bright, first
with minor flan crack, otherwise extremely fine. (2)
$150

3522
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), silver antoninianii, Rome mint,
issued 241-3, (4.094 grams), obv. radiate bust right, around
IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, rev. VIRTVTI AVGVSTI
around, Hercules standing right, holding lion skin and resting
club on rock. (S.8670, RIC 95, RSC 404), another issued
243-4, (4.306 grams), obv. as above, rev. VICTOR AETER
around, Victory standing left resting on shield set on captive
and holding palm, (S.8662, RIC 154, RSC 348), another
issued 242-3, (4.700 grams), obv. as above, rev. PM TR P
V COS II PP, Apollo seated left, holding laurel branch and
arm on lyre, (S.8648, RIC 89, RSC 261). Extremely fine,
all are bright. (3)
$150

3526*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), silver antoninianus, Rome
mint, issued 250-1, (3.930 grams), obv. radiate draped bust
to right, around IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG,
rev. Abundantia to left, emptying cornucopiae with both
hands, around ABVNDATIA AVG, (S.9364, RIC 10b, RSC
2). Extremely fine, bright and scarce.
$100

3523*
Philip I, (A.D. 244-249), silver antoninianius, Rome mint,
issued 245-7, (4.425 grams), obv. radiate bust to right,
around IMP M IVL PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Aequitas standing
to left holding scales and cornucopiae, around AEQVITAS
AVGG, (S.8918, RIC 27b, RSC 9). Philip II (as Caesar),
(A.D. 244-247), silver antoninianius, Rome mint, issued
245-6, (4.360 grams), obv. radiate bust to right, around M
IVL PHILIPPVS CAES, rev. Philip in military dress standing
left, holding globe, around PRINCIPI IVVENT, (S.9240, RIC
218d, RSC 48). Both bright, and both extremely fine. (2)
$150

3527*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), silver antoninianus, Rome
mint, (3.270 grams), obv. radiate draped bust to right,
around IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev. Dacia
standing left with staff, around DACIA, (S.9368, RIC 12b,
RSC 16). Extremely fine with trace of original hoard patina
on the obverse.
$100

3524
Philip I, (A.D. 244-249), silver antoninianius, Rome mint,
(3.948 grams), obv. radiate bust to right, around IMP M
IVL PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Fides standing left, holding two
standards, around FIDES MILIT, (S.8932, RIC 32b, RSC
55); Otacilia Severa, (wife of Philip I), (A.D. 244-249), silver
antoninianius, Rome mint, (4.166 grams), obv. diademed
draped bust to right on crescent, around M OTACIL SEVERA
AVG, rev. Concordia seated left, holding cornucopiae and
patera, altar at feet, around CONCORDIA AVGG, (S.9149,
RIC 126, RSC 17). Toned, good very fine. (2)
$100
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3532*
Herennia Etruscilla (wife of Trajan Decius), (A.D. 249-251),
silver antoninianus, Rome mint, issued 250-1, (4.422 grams),
obv. diademed draped bust to right on crescent, around
HER ETRVSCILLA AVG, rev. Pudicitia veiled standing to
left holding sceptre, around PVDICITIA AVG, (S.9494, RIC
58b, RSC 17). Extremely fine, bright and scarce.
$150

3528*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), silver antoninianus, issued
250-1, Rome mint, (3.192 grams), obv. radiate bust to
right, IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev. the two
Pannoniae standing side by side, each holding standard,
PANNONIAE around, (S.9378, RIC 21b, RSC 86). Light
tone, about as struck nearly uncirculated and rare in this
condition.
$100

3533*
Herennia Etruscilla (wife of Trajan Decius), (A.D. 249-251),
silver antoninianus, Rome mint, issued 250-1, (3.952 grams),
obv. diademed draped bust to right on crescent, around HER
ETRVSCILLA AVG, rev. Pudicitia veiled standing to left
holding sceptre, around PVDICITIA AVG, (S.9494, RIC 58b,
RSC 17). Nearly extremely fine, bright and scarce.
$100

3529*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), silver antoninianus, Rome
mint, issued 250-1, (3.170 grams), obv. radiate draped bust
to right, around IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev.
Uberitas standing left with purse and cornucopiae, around
VBERITAS AVG, (S.9384, RIC 28b, RSC 105). Nearly
extremely fine, bright.
$80

3534*
Herennia Etruscilla (wife of Trajan Decius), (A.D. 249-251),
silver antoninianus, Rome mint, issued 250, (4.302 grams),
obv. diademed draped bust to right on crescent, around HER
ETRVSCILLA AVG, rev. Pudicitia seated to left drawing veil
from face holding transverse sceptre, around PVDICITIA
AVG, (S.9495, RIC 59b, RSC 19). Extremely fine, bright
and scarce.
$150

3530*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), silver antoninianus, Rome
mint, issued 250, (3.586 grams), obv. radiate draped bust to
right, around IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev.
Victory advancing to left with wreath, around VICTORIA
AVG, (S.9387, RIC 29c, RSC 113a). Extremely fine, bright
and scarce.
$100
3531
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), silver antoninianus, Rome
mint, (3.864 grams), obv. radiate bust right, around IMP
C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev. ADVENTVS AVG
around, Decius on horseback to left raising hand, (S.9366,
RIC 11b, RSC 4); another Rome mint, (3.804 grams), obv.
radiate draped bust to right, around IMP C M Q TRAIANVS
DECIVS AVG, rev. Dacia standing left with staff, around
DACIA, (S.9368, RIC 12b, RSC 16); others (2) Rome
mint, (4.076, 3.596 grams), obv. radiate draped bust to
right, around IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev.
Genius standing to left holding cornucopiae, standard to
right, around GENIVS EXERC ILLYRICIANI, (S.9374,
RIC 16c, RSC 49); Trebonianus Gallus, (A.D. 251-253),
silver antoninianus, Rome mint, (3.620 grams), obv. radiate
draped bust to right, around IMP CAE C VIB TREB GALLVS
AVG, rev. Pietas standing head left raising hands, altar at
feet, around PIETAS AVGG, (S.9643, RIC 71, RSC 76). Fine
- extremely fine, several bright. (5)
$200

3535*
Trebonianus Gallus, (A.D. 251-253), AE sestertius, Rome
mint, (21.90 grams), obv. laureate bust draped to right
of Trebonianus Gallus, around IMP CAES C VIBIVS
TREBO[NIANVS] GALLVS AVG, rev. Liberalitas standing
left holding abacus and cornucopia, around LIBERALITAS
AVGG, S C across, (S.9673, RIC 113, C.57). Brown patina,
some green oxidation on the reverse, otherwise very fine,
and scarce.
$100
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3541
Claudius II, (A.D. 268-270), billon antoninianii, various
types, obv. radiate bust to right, various reverses, several as
barbarous copies. Generally fine - very fine. (26)
$100
3536*
Salonina (wife of Gallienus), (died A.D. 268), billon
antoninianus, Rome mint, (2.730 grams), obv. diademed
veiled and draped bust of Salonina to right on crescent,
around SALONINA AVG, rev. Venus seated lefdt, around
VENVS FELIX, (S.10655, RIC 7, RSC 115); Egypt,
Alexandria, Gallienus, (A.D. 253-268), billon tetradrachm,
year 14 = A.D. 266-267, (9.568 grams), obv. laureate and
cuirassed bust of Gallienus to right, around AVT K Π ΛΙΚ
ΓΑΛΛΙΗΝΟC CEB, rev. Eagle standing to left, head to right,
holding wreath in beak, to left LIΔ, (cf.S.4729, SNG Cop.
794, Milne 4145, Koln 2932-2934), (illust.). Very fine; nearly
extremely fine. (2)
$120

3542*
Aurelian, (A.D. 270-275), billon denarius, Serdica mint,
(3.134 grams), obv. laureate cuirassed bust of Aurelian
to right, around IMP AVRELIANVS AVG, rev. around
VICTORIA AVG, Victory advancing to left, captive at feet,
in exergue S, (S.11643, RIC 73, C.255). Extremely fine and
rare.
$200
3543
Crispus, as Caesar, (A.D. 317-326), AE follis, Ticinum mint,
issued 320-1, (2.712 grams), obv. laureate cuirassed bust to
right of Crispus, CRISPVS NOB CAES around, rev. VOT
X in wreath around DOMINOR NOSTROR CAESS, in
exergue crescent over PT, (S.3917, RIC 170), another issued
324-5, Nicomedia mint, (2.754 grams), obv. laureate draped
and cuirassed bust to left of Crispus, around D N FL IVL
CRISPVS NOB C, rev. camp gate two turrets, six stone
layers, around PROVIDEN TIAE CAESS, SMNB in exergue,
(S.3923, RIC 92). Extremely fine; very fine, both rare. (2)
$80

3537*
Postumus, (A.D. 259-268), Cologne mint, issued 260-265,
billon antoninianus, (3.196 grams), obv. IMP C POSTVMVS
P F AVG, radiate draped bust to right of Postumus, rev.
around LAETITIA AVG, galley travelling to left, (S.10958,
RIC 73, RSC 167). Very fine.
$100
The reverse refers to the importance of naval power in the Gallic Empire
and Sear notes perhaps even to an imperial visit to Britain in the early years
of Postumus reign.

3544*
Hanniballianus as Caesar, (A.D. 335-337), AE 4 (folles),
(1.162 grams), Constantinople mint, obv. bare headed, draped
and cuirassed bust to right, around [FL HANNI]BALLIANO
REGI, rev. SE CVRITAS [PVBLICA], Euphrates seated to
right, leaning on sceptre, reed behind, in exergue CONSS,
(S.3935 [£400], RIC 147, C.2). Dark green patina, slightly
off centre and minor surface defects, otherwise very fine
and very rare.
$400
3545
Magnentius, (A.D. 350-353), AE double centenionalis,
Ambianum (Amiens) mint, issued 353, (8.852 grams), obv.
bare headed draped and cuirassed bust to right, around D
N MAGNEN TIVS P F AVG, rev. SALLVS DD NN AVG
ET CAES, Chi-Rho flanked by A & W, AMB in exergue,
(S.4018 [£150], RIC 34); Decentius as Caesar, (A.D. 351353), AE centenionalis, issued late 351, (4.508 grams), obv.
D N DECENTIVS NOB CAES, bare headed cuirassed bust
right, rev. VICTORIAE DD NN AVG ET CAES, TRS in
exergue, two Victories facing each other holding between
them shield with VOT V over MVLT X, (S.4034, RIC 308);
Constantius Gallus, (A.D. 351-354), AE centenionalis,
issued 352-354 Rome mint, (3.376 grams), obv. draped and
cuirassed bust to right of Constantius Gallus, around D N
FL CL CONSTANTIVS NOB CAES, B behind, rev. emperor
spearing fallen horseman, around FEL TEMP RE PARATIO,
Γ in left field, in exergue R wreath S, (cf.S.4054, RIC 258);
others similar (9). Fine - very fine, first two scarce. (12)
$250

3538
Quintillus, (c. A.D. 270), billon antoninianus, Rome mint,
(3.070 grams), obv. radiate and draped bust to Quintillus
to right, around IMP C M AVR CL QVIN[TILLVS AVG],
rev. PROVIDENT AVG, Providentia standing to left, S in
right field, (S.11450, RIC. 28, C.59); Carus, (A.D. 282-283),
Antioch mint, billon antoninianus, (3.902 grams), obv. IMP
C MAVR CARVS P F AVG, radiate draped and cuirassed bust
of Carus to right, rev. around VIRTVS AVGG, Carus and
Carinus facing each other one holding Victory, star above,
A below, XXI in exergue, (S.12188, RIC 124, C.115). First
short on flan, otherwise good very fine and scarce; very
fine/nearly extremely fine. (2)
$100
3539
Claudius II, (A.D. 268-270), billon antoninianii, various
types as a small collection, obv. radiate bust to right, with
various identified reverses, (RIC 10, 14, 18, 32, 33, 34,
35, 38, 45, 49, 52, 54, 57, 63, 66, 81, 98, 104, 105, 109).
Generally fine - very fine. (20)
$150
3540
Claudius II, (A.D. 268-270), billon antoninianii, various
types as a small collection, obv. radiate bust to right, with
various identified reverses, mostly non Rome mints (RIC 109,
145, 149, 171, 181, 201, 207, 212, another left bust, 217,
another left bust, 225, 234, 257, 261 [2], 266). Generally
fine - very fine. (17)
$150

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 77 lots 3582, 3586, 3587.
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3552
Roman coins, late third and fourth century antoninianii
and folles of the following rulers and types, Diocletian,
antoninianus, Antioch, (3.870 grams), obv. radiate bust right,
rev. CONCORDIA MILITVM, Diocletian receiving Victory
from Jupiter, (S.3510); another folles, Alexandria mint,
issued 300, (8.870 grams), rev. GENIO POPV L I ROMANI,
XXI across, ALE in exergue (S.3534, RIC 32a); Maximianus,
billon antoninianus, (4.342 grams), rev. CONCORDIA
MILITVM, Maximianus standing right receiving Victory
on globe from Jupiter, (S.3611); Constantine I, folles, Lyons
mint, issued 309-3109 (5.502 grams), rev. SOLI INVICTO
COMITI around, PLG in exergue, Sol standing left, (S.3868,
RIC 307). Good very fine or better. (4)
$150
3553
Ancient Roman, late third century - fourth century A.D.
antoninianii of the following rulers Gallienus (2), Victorinus
(3), Claudius II (2), Tetricus I (5), Tetricus II (3), Diocletian,
all with radiate bust right; others of the fourth century
Constantine I (3), Constans (3); Constantius II. Toned, fine
- very fine or better. (23)
$120

3546*
Julian II, (A.D. 360-363), silver light miliarenses, Arelate
(Arles) mint, (3.652 grams), obv. around D N IVLIAN VS
P F AVG, pearl diademed bust draped and cuirassed to
right, rev. around VIRTVS EX ERCITVM, soldier, helmeted
standing to left holding inverted spear and resting hand on
shield, SCON in exergue, (cf.S.4059, RIC 290 [R3], C.-).
Minor flan cracks and edge chip, light porosity, otherwise
extremely fine, and extremely rare.
$700

3547*
Julian II, (A.D. 360-363), AE 3, Sirmium mint, 361-3,
(2.540 grams), obv. pearl diademed bust left with spear
and shield, rev. VOT X / MVLT XX in wreath, in exergue
ASIRM, (S.4074, RIC 108). Well centred as struck, good
extremely fine.
$100

Most of the 3rd century coins from the “Blackmoor” Hoard and all the 4th
century issues from the “Newark” hoard. All coins are mounted on cards
and briefly described.

3554
Ancient Roman, assorted AE of Valens, Valentinian I and
Gratian all c.A.D. 365-370 from various mints, (cf.S.4102,
4103, 4116, 4117, 4118, 4142, 4143). Several are broken
and damaged, most are poor, a few fine. (80)
$100
3555
Ancient Roman, various rulers of mostly from the fourth
century, a few earlier, a good range of types, almost all
easily attributable. Mostly good - very fine, all housed on
sheets. (72)
$250
3556
Ancient Roman, various rulers of mostly from the fourth
century, a few earlier, a good range of types, almost all
easily attributable. Mostly good - very fine, all housed on
sheets. (72)
$250
3557
Ancient coins, on cards described including Athens, AE,
(S.2567); Roman, antoninianus of Valerian, rev. Securitas
standing l., (S.9976); others follis of Diocletian, Maximinus
II, Galerius, Licinius I, (S.3533, 3709, 3754, 3793);
Byzantine, Tiberius II folles, (S.448). First and second coins
fine, others very good - good fine. (7)
$100
3558
Ancient coins, a small group in packets, including, Severus
Alexander, (A.D.222-235), silver denarius, issued 228, Rome
mint, (2.49 grams), obv. laureate head to right, arround
IMP SEV ALEXAND AVG, rev. PERPETVITATI AVG,
Perpetuitas standing to left, holding globe and sceptre, arm
on column, (S.7888, RIC 208, RSC 191); other Roman (5)
including Trajan sestertius (poor); Byzantine folles of Justin
I, (S.63) and an Arab-Sassanian issues, silver hemidrachm
of the Muslim successors of Tabaristan by anonymous Arab
rulers, with “Afzut (strong)” instead of governors name,
(PYE 136, A.H. 171, A.D. 787), (M.289-290). The last
extremely fine, others poor-very fine. (8)
$80

3548*
Honorius, (A.D. 393-423), silver siliqua, Milan mint,
(1.118 grams), obv. pearl-diademed bust of Honorius to
right, around DN HONORIVS S PF AVG, rev. VIRTVS
ROMANORVM around, Roma enthroned to left, holding
spear and Victory, MDPS in exergue, (S.4250, RIC 1228,
C.59). Toned, very fine, scarce.
$140
3549
Roman coins, early first century A.D., AE asses etc. includes
Augustus (S.1676 [3], 1684, 1789); Tiberius (S.1770);
Caligula (S.1803); Agrippa (S.1812 [4]); Claudius (S.1856,
1856? (2), sestertius uncertain reverse cf.1853, 1858 ?, 1860
[3], 1862 [2]); Germanicus (S.1905 [2]); Vespasian (S.2356,
2362); Titus (S.2466, 2541). Poor - fine. (27)
$200
3550
Roman coins, late first century asses (one dupondius) of
mostly Domitian (A.D. 81-96). various reverses. Poor - fine.
(10)
$80
3551
Roman coins, first and second century A.D., various rulers,
asses, dupondii and sestertii, Domitian (5); Trajan (4);
Hadrian (6); Sabina; Antoninus Pius (7); Faustina Senior;
Marcus Aurelius; Faustina Junior (3); Crispina. Poor - fine.
(29)
$200
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3559
Ancient coins, an interesting group including several with
notes on finds in Egypt from WWI presented in 1936 by Mr.
H. Bothamby to Mr B.L. Hornshaw for his private museum
in Drummoyne NSW; lot includes three coins, Egyptian
AE of Ptolemy VI, AE 20 (2) with notes as found beneath
Cheops Pyramid, (sent to me by sergeant S.D. Bobbie from
Egypt 1916; and A Claudius Gothicus antoninianus; others
Alexandria, Diocletian, billon tetradrachms from site of
Temple of Leonus, (together with temple photos taken in
1917); 3 others from Gaza in Palestine; large bronze 33mm,
Ptolemy IV, (221-205 B.C.), (37.31 grams), (S.7815, Sv.993,
SNG Cop. 212); other Roman AE (8); Byzantine (2). Fair
- very fine. (19)
$120

3562
Claudius, (A.D. 41-54), Paduan cast medal, after Giovanni
Cavino, (21.7 grams), obv. laureate head of emperor
Claudius to right, around TI CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG P
M T P IMP P P, rev. Spes standing left, extending hand to
emperor between two soldiers, in exergue S C, around SPES
AVGVSTA, (Lawrence 15, Klawans 4). Of good style, fine
- very fine. (2)
$150

3560*
Anonymous Byzantine and named issues, AE folles, from
Heraclius (S.833), Romanus I (S.1760), Constantine X
(S.1854), Michael VII (S.1878), Manuel I trachy, anonymous
issues John I - Alexius I, generally obv. Christ, rev. legends etc.
includes, (S.1793, 1813, 1823), etc. With dirt encrustation
as hoard patina, very good - very fine. (32)
$300

3563*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), Paduan cast medal, after Giovanni
Cavino, (24.1 grams), obv. laureate head of emperor Nero
to right, around NERO CLAVD CAESAR AVG G ERM P M
TR P IMP P P, rev. Emperor standing left, addressing three
soldiers with spears and standard all within a building, below
in exergue ADLOCVT COH, S C across, (cf.Lawrence 19,
cf.Klawans 10, [p.48-49]). Of good style, good very fine, a
rare reverse, type not recorded in major literature.
$150

Ex hoard finds with original patina, some with overstrikes and vastly
improvable with conservation.

COPIES OF PADUAN MEDALS

3564*
Otho, (A.D. 69), Paduan cast medal, after Giovanni Cavino,
(20.3 grams), obv. bare head of emperor Otho to right, IMP
OTHO CAESAR AVG TRI POT, rev. Emperor before altar,
extending right hand to one of the four soldiers facing him
who carry standards, in exergue S C, around SECVRI TAS
P R, (Lawrence 23, Klawans 3, [p.54]). Of good style, good
very fine.
$150

3561*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), Paduan medal die struck,
after Giovanni Cavino, (23.2 grams), obv. laureate head
of emperor Augustus to left, around DIVVS AVGVSTVS
PATER, dotted border, rev. a male figure (the emperor)
standing left between Ceres and Jupiter, to right Victory,
eagle at feet, beneath personifications of sea and land, dotted
border, (Lawrence 3/73, Klawans 5, [p.24-5]). Of good style,
very fine, rare.
$150

No sestertii were struck during the reign of Otho. The reverse was copied
from a denarius of Otho by Cavino.

The following lots is from a small collection of medals, some copied from
genuine coins by Giovanni Cavino (The Paduan) an Italian medallist,
contemporary with Benevenuto Cellini, who was born at Padua in 1499 or
1500. Little is known of his life and his medals were probably made at Padua
where he resided until his death in 1570. He was aided by his son Vincenzo
who probably continued to use his dies after his death. He is best known
for his numerous imitations of Roman large-brass coins and medallions
which are known as “Paduans”. One hundred and twenty two of his dies
are preserved at the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. However the great
majority of the number of medals that survive today and called “Paduans”
are cast from moulds from these original die struck medals. Some of the
examples described below are so good that they are barely distinguishable
from genuine ancient sestertii that were used as the models for these medals.
All of Cavinos original strikings are very rare, the cast medallic issues are
relatively common.

Lot 3565
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3565*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), cast of sestertius, (22.6 grams), obv.
laureate head of emperor Vespasian to right, around IMP
CAES VESPASIAN AVG P M TR P COS III, rev. Judaea
in mourning seated to right, beside palm tree, Vespasian
standing right holding spear and parazonium, in exergue S
C, around IVDAEA CAPTA, (cf.RIC 427, cf.Lawrence 30,
cf.Klawans 1-2, [p.61-62]). This example is more likely to be
a modern cast from a genuine example, good very fine.
$200
3569*
Lucius Verus, (A.D. 161-169), imitative cast medal after
original medallion, (45.80 grams), obv. laureate bust of
emperor to right, rev. Emperor on horse spearing soldier,
other soldiers behind, in exergue ARMENIA, around TR
P VIII IMP IIII COS III, (cf.Gnecchi 6 [P.45], Pl.72,5). Of
good style, nearly very fine.
$150
3566*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), Paduan cast medal on medallic flan,
after Giovanni Cavino, (19.1 grams), obv. laureate head of
emperor Vespasian to right, IMP CAES VESPASIAN AVG
P M TR P P P COS III, rev. The Colosseum, Meta Sudans
to left, (Lawrence 35, Klawans 6, [p.64]). Of good style,
good very fine.
$200
No genuine example of this type exist.

3570*
Didius Julianus, (A.D. 193), imitative cast medal after
original medallion by Giovanni Cavino (44.7 grams), obv.
laureate bust of emperor draped and cuirassed to right,
around IMP CAESAR M DID SEVERVS IVLIAN AVG P
P, rev. COS II over SC in exergue, quadriga to left, horses
in high action, above Victory flying to right, crowning
the charioteer, (Lawrence 67, Klawans 2 [p.99]). Nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$200

3567*
Nerva, (A.D. 96-98), Paduan cast medal, after Giovanni
Cavino, (23.5 grams), obv. laureate head of emperor
Nerva to right, IMP NERVA CAES AVG P M TR P COS
II P P, rev. Nerva seated on high platform to right, with
additional figures around and on steps, in exergue S C,
around CONGIAR P R, (Lawrence 44, Klawans 1, [p.7374, illustrated example from same mould as this piece]). Of
good style, extremely fine.
$150

3571
Severus Alexander, (A.D. 222-235), imitative cast medal
after original medallion, (35.96 grams), obv. laureate bust
of emperor to right, legend around, rev. Emperor presenting
globe to Jupiter seated to left, soldiers behind, around PERPE
TVITAS IMP AVG, (Gnecchi 10 [P.80], Pl.98,10). A cast of
the illustrated Gnecchi example, very fine.
$100

3572
Byzantine, clay token, 7th century, religious processional
talisman. Fine.
$100

3568*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), “Paduan” cast of sestertius,
(26.2 grams), obv. laureate head of emperor Antoninus Pius
to right, ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P COS III, rev.
Tiber reclining left, resting right hand on boat and holding
reed in left, (cf.S.1272, cf.RIC 643, Lawrence -, Klawans -).
A good cast copy of original sestertius on medallic type flan
with attractive patina, of good quality style, very fine.
$150
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ISLAMIC COINS

3577*
Abbasids, al-Radi, (A.H. 322-329) (A.D. 934-940), gold
dinar, Tustar min al-Ahwaz Mint (Shustar in Khuzistan),
A.H. 323 = A.D. 934-5, with additional field inscriptions on
the reverse, (A.254, BMC -). Good very fine and rare.
$200
3573*
Arab Sasanian prototype issue, Khusru II, (A.D. 590 - 627),
silver drachm or dirhem, (4.116 grams), DA = Darabgird
mint, dated year 36 (?) (A.D. 626), with word “praise” in
outer margin, (cf.W. alpha [p.2, Plate I, alpha); cf.M.21;
Sellwood type 62; Gobl 214). Nearly extremely fine and
rare.
$100

Ex B.A. Seaby, Coin & Medal Bulletin, April 1972 (G636).

The typical Sasanian bust of this coin became the standard bust type of Islamic
drachms with governor’s names. This type with the additional word in the
outer frame also becomes the model adopted by the Umaiyad Governors
using this Sasanian coinage model for these issues.

3578*
Abbasids, al-Radi, (A.H. 322-329) (A.D. 934-940), gold
dinar, Tustar min al-Ahwaz Mint (Shustar in Khuzistan),
A.H. 323 = A.D. 934-5, with additional field inscriptions
on the reverse, (A.254, BMC -). Good fine, weak in places
and scarce.
$150
Ex Christie’s June 26 1962 (lot 62 part).

3574*
Umayyad Caliphate, Ibrahim, (A.H. 126-127) (A.D. 744),
silver anonymous dirham, Wasit mint, A.H. 127 = A.D. 744,
(A.140). Very fine and rare.
$100
Seven annulets in the margin are attributed to this rare ruler.

3575*
Abbasids, al-Amin, (A.H. 193-198) (A.D. 809-813), gold
dinar, no mint but probably Misr (Fustat in Egypt), with
additional legends on the reverse “li’l Khalifa Al-Amin”,
(for the caliph Al-Amin), A.H.195 = A.D. 810-811, (A.220,
BMC 233). Good very fine and very scarce.
$220

3579*
Late Abbasid, Abul Abbas Ahmad al Nasir, (A.H. 575-622)
(A.D. 1180-1225), multiple gold dinar (11.07 grams), with
caliph’s name, Madinat al Salam mint (Baghdad mint), A.H.
610 = A.D. 1213-1214, with additional field inscriptions,
(cf.A.268, cf.BMC 487, Lavoix 1289, cf.M.264-5). Holed,
weak in places with a large crinkled flan, otherwise nearly
very fine and rare.
$350

Ex B.A. Seaby, Coin & Medal Bulletin, December 1970 (G2713).

The Abbasid caliphate enjoyed a brief respite and are generally referred
to as the Late Abbasid. They had restricted temporal authority during the
decades preceeding Mongol occupation. The coins were struck at Baghdad.
The denomination is uncertain and is often noted as a heavy dinar, they
were apparently not struck with regular values but were rather of the nature
of ingots of variable weight and valued in proportion to weight, they had
a usual weight range of 6.5 to 9.5 grams. This example is a heavier piece
than usual.

3576*
Abbasids, al-Mu’tazz, (A.H. 251-255) (A.D. 866-869), gold
dinar, as-Shash Mint (Tashkent), A.H. 253 = A.D. 868, with
additional field inscriptions on the reverse and “li-Ilah” (to
Allah) and “Al-Mu’tazz”, (the caliph’s name), (A.235, BMC
342e). Nearly extremely fine and rare.
$200
Ex B.A. Seaby, Coin & Medal Bulletin, March 1972 (G464).
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3584*
Fatamids, al-Hakim Abu al’Ali Al Mansur, (A.H. 386-411)
(A.D. 996-1021), gold dinar, Misr mint (Cairo mint), (4.268
grams), A.H. 391 = A.D. 1000-1001, (A.709, cf.BMC 73,
cf.M.553, cf.Miles 141). Bent, otherwise nearly very fine
and scarce.
$200

3580*
Morocco, Maghrib coinage, The Sharifs of Morocco, Abu’l’Abbas Ahmad, (A.H. 986-1012) (A.D. 1578-1604), gold
dinar, Al-Kitaoua mint, A.H. 1006 = A.D. 1598, obv. & rev.
five lines of legend in square, with various legends in outer
corners of the field, (A.565, cf.KM.3 [Marrakesh mint]).
Very fine and very scarce.
$250

3585*
Ayyubid, al-Kamil Muhammad , (A.H. 615-635) (A.D. 12181238), gold dinar, Al Qahira mint (Cairo), A.H. 628 = A.D.
1031), (4.79 grams), (A.811, Balog 375 [p.149], cf.M.829).
Clipped flan as usual, weak in places, otherwise good very
fine and scarce.
$300

3581*
Ikhshidids, Abu’l-Qasim, (A.H. 334-349) (A.D. 946-961),
gold dinar, Misr mint (Cairo, Egypt), A.H. 340 = A.D. 951952, with additional field inscriptions, (A.676, cf.M.537).
Extremely fine and scarce.
$200

Ex Iran hoard c.1965.

See note lot 3583.

3586*
Mamluk, al Mansur Salah al-Din Muhammad II, (A.H.
762-764) (A.D. 1361-1363), gold dinar, (7.81 grams),
Damascus mint, (Syria), A.H. [763] = A.D. 1361-1362,
date and mint off flan, obv. & rev. five lines of legend with
various symbols in the field, (A.952, Balog 380). Extremely
fine and very scarce.
$250

3582*
Ikhshidids, Abu’l-Qasim, (A.H. 334-349) (A.D. 946-961),
gold dinar, Misr mint (Cairo, Egypt), A.H. 342 = A.D. 953954, with additional field inscriptions, (A.676, cf.M.537).
Extremely fine and scarce.
$200
See note below.

3587*
Samanids, Nuh I ibn Nasr, (A.H. 331-343) (A.D. 943-954),
gold dinar, Nishapur mint (Naisabur in Khorasan), A.H.
337 = A.D. 948-949, citing Caliph al Mashriq, (A.1454,
cf.M.675). Good very fine.
$200

3583*
Ikhshidids, Abu’l-Qasim, (A.H. 334-349) (A.D. 946-961),
gold dinar, Misr mint (Cairo, Egypt), A.H. 348 = A.D. 959960, with additional field inscriptions, (A.676, cf.M.537).
Extremely fine and scarce.
$200

Ex B.A. Seaby, Coin & Medal Bulletin, March 1972 (G470).

The Ilkshidids were a Central Asian dynasty that flourished in Egypt and
Syria from A.H. 323-358 (A.D. 935-969). They issued mostly gold coins of
fine quality but poor silver.
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3588*
Buwayhid (Buyid) Coinage, Rukn al-Dawla al-Hasan b.
Buwayh, (A.H. 335-366) (A.D. 947-977), gold dinar, alMuhammadiyah mint, (Ravy), A.H. 355 = A.D. 965-6,
(A.1546). Full round flan, weak in places, nearly very fine
and scarce.
$200

3592*
Walid, Amir of Astarabad, Amir Wali, (A.H. 757-788) (A.D.
1356-1386), silver six dirhams, Astarabad mint, dated 775
(AD 1374), (A.2343.2). Nearly extremely fine, and scarce.
$100

Ex B.A. Seaby, Coin & Medal Bulletin, September 1971 (G1312)

INDIAN COINS
KUSHAN, GUPTA AND MEDIEVAL

3589*
Ghaznavids, Ibrahim, (Zahir al daulah), (A.H. 451-492)
(A.D. 1059-1099), gold dinar, Ghazna mint, struck in yellow
gold, A.H. 45X = A.D. 1060’s, (A.1637, cf.M.790). Weak
in places, otherwise nearly very fine and rare.
$250

3593
Kushan and Post Kushan, Vasu Deva I - Vasu Deva III and
some post Kushan series immitative issues, (A.D. c.292-400),
Taxila and other series, various periods mostly smaller and
degraded in type, copper units, obv. king standing facing,
head to left, sacrificing over altar, occasional traces legend
in Greek around, rev. Siva standing beside a bull to left,
(mostly M.3605-3615) (108); earlier types of Kanishka etc.
(11). Poor - very good, all cleaned, (119)
$100

3590*
Artuqids of Mardin, Husam al-Din Yulug Arslam, (A.H.
580-597) (A.D. 1184-1201), copper dirham, pictorial type,
no mint or date, obv. Large Roman style head to l., facing
smaller Byzantine bust, rev. four lined legend, (A.1829,
M.1035-6, S/S 34, Edham 47, BMC 405-8). Good very fine
and rare.
$150

3594*
Gupta, Samudragupta, (c.A.D. 330-370), gold stater, (7.27
grams), battle-axe type, obv. Samudra below arm of king
standing to left, holding battle-axe (parasu), holding a tall
crescent top standard with his left hand, rev. goddess Lakshmi
seated facing on a two leg stool, holding a cornucopiae and
a noose, symbols to left, to right, (Altekar Bayana hoard
cf.plate V, 6ff.; BMC Pl.IV, 8-9). Off centred, nearly fine
and rare.
$300

3591*
Ilkanids (Mongols of Persia), Local Coinage, First Period,
Abaqa, (A.H. 665-680) (A.D. 1265-1282), gold dinar, [Yazd
mint], (3.720 grams), issued A.H. [679 (A.D. 1280-1),
(A.2126.1, M.-). Short on flan with outer legends missing
otherwise good very fine/nearly extremely fine and very
rare.
$300

3595*
Post-Gupta, Samatata, Prithubata, (c.A.D. late 7th-early
8th century), gold stater, (5.72 grams), obv. Sri Prthunata,
king with bow and altar, standard in left field, holding a
standard with his left field, conch-shell and E between legs,
rev. crude figure standing to right, (Mukherjee, “Coins &
Currency Systems of Post-Gupta Bengal [c.A.D. 550-700]”
Plate VIII, 4; Mitchiner “Balgladesh 75, Rhodes-Bose p.77,
26). Very fine and rare.
$400

Ex Iran hoard c.1965 where some 100 similar coins were present in the
hoard.
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IN 1583 Muzaffar III regained his throne for a short time and some rupees
were struck following the Mughal pattern. Soon his position became
untenable and the Mughals regained control of Gujarat bringing to an end
this Sultanate.

3596*
Post Gupta, Sarabhapuriya Dynasty of Mahokosola,
Prasannamatra, (5th - 6th century A.D.), bracteate gold unit
or dinar, 1.280 grams, obv. garuda bird facing between sun
and moon, wheel and shell, inscription below, rev. similar
type incuse, (Mitchiner ATEC 5207). Good very fine and
rare.
$200

3601*
Mogul Emperor, Muhammad Murad Bakhsh, ruled only
in Gujarat, (1068 A.H., 1658 A.D.), silver rupee, 11.52
grams, Ahmadabad Mint, Hijri date 1068, Regal year 1,
Kalima obverse in square, Ruler’s name in reverse in square,
(KM.272.1, Lahore 1473, Nagpur 967-969, Bombay 145,
IMC 1115, BMC 693-5, M.3248, Lucknow 2449-2451,
Hull 1665-6). Very fine and very rare.
$200

3597*
Post Gupta, Sarabhapuriya Dynasty of Mahokosola,
Prasannamatra, (5th - 6th century A.D.), bracteate gold unit
or dinar, 1.306 grams, obv. garuda bird facing between sun
and moon, wheel and shell, inscription below, rev. similar
type incuse, (Mitchiner ATEC 5207).. Good very fine and
rare.
$200

Ex Steve Album List No.14 (August 1979), item No.476.
He was the fourth and youngest son of Shah Jahan, born in 1624 and was
governor of Gujarat when his father died. On his father’s death he plundered
Surat and proclaimed himself emperor. His rule was short and taken prisoner
by his brother Aurangzeb and eventually was beheaded in 1661.

3602*
Gulbarga Sultanate (Bahmanis of the Deccan), Shams-uddin Muhammad Shah III, (A.H. 867-887, A.D. 1463-1482),
gold tanka, Muhammadabad mint, (10.8 grams), year 87[7],
(G&G BH110, Rajgor 2655). Good very fine and rare.
$300

3598*
Madhya Pradesh, Kalachuris of Tripuri, Gangeyadeva,
(c.1015-1041) and his successors to 1211, gold stater,
(4.11 grams), obv. four-armed Lakshmi seated cross-legged
facing, circle of dots around central navel, rev. three lined
Brahmi legend ‘Srimad Ga / ngeya deva, (M.410). Very fine,
scarce.
$120
3599
Cholas of Tanjore, Uttama Chola, (973-985), silver
kahavanus, obv. tiger seated to right, bow and torch behind,
umbrella above, facing two upright fishes, torch behind, rev.
Uttama Cholah, (M.713-725). Very fine, scarce. (2)
$60

THE SULTANATES
part

3603*
Sultans of Bengal, Ghiyath al-Din Bahadur, (A.H. 720-724;
A.D. 1320-1324), silver tankas, Ghiyathpur and other from
Lakhnauti mint, (G&G 105, 109; Rajgor 164, 167); Shams
al-Din Ilyas, (A.H. 746-758; A.D. 1345-1357), silver tankas,
Firuzabad mint, one dated 755 other earlier 746-752 but
date off flan, (G&G, B151, 152, Rajgor 191, 193); Sikandar
bin Ilyas, (A.H. 758-792; A.D. 1357-1389), silver tankas,
Mu’azzamabad mint date off flan, another Firuzabad mint
year 781, (G&G B181, 198; Rajgor 207, 208). Very good
- very fine, severals with test of silver as cuts and attempted
drilling, several rare. (6)
$150

3600*
Gujarat Sultanate, Shams al-din Muzaffar III, (A.H. 991992, A.D. 1583-1584), silver rupee (10.99 grams), year A.H.
991, (1583), Ahmadabad mint, (G&G 647, Rajgor 2447).
Very fine and rare.
$150
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3604*
Sultans of Bengal, Nasir al-Din Nusrat, (A.H. 925-938; A.D.
1519-1531), gold tanka, (10.558 grams), 929 A.H., Arsah
mint, (G&G B790). Very fine and rare.
$350
part

3608*
Akbar, (A.H. 963-1014, A.D. 1556-1605), square silver
rupee, Urdu Zafar Qarin mint, of good style, “alif” dated AH
1000, (1591-2), mm.rose, (KM.SAC 82.8); square rupees,
both Tatta mint, year 43 (1599) Azar month, another year
46 (1600) Khurdad month, (KM.SAC 88.7); round rupee,
Sitapur mint, year 48 (1602), Mihr month, (KM.94.4). Scarce
and fine for last coin, others very fine. (4)
$120

part

3605*
Sultans of Malwa, Nasir Shah Khalji ibn Ghiyath (A.H.906916), (A.D. 1500-1510), silver half tankahs, year 906
(1500-1), 911 (1505-6), (G&G M110, M111, Rajgor
3142, -); Mahmud Shah II Khalji, (A.H.916-937), (A.D.
1510-1531), silver tankahs, years 923 (1517), 924 (1518),
(G&G M159, Rajgor 3176, M.2692). Very fine, all scarce,
second rare. (4)
$180

part

3609*
Akbar, (963-1014 A.H., 1556-1605 A.D.), silver rupee,
Ahmadabad Mint, regal year 42. Azar month, (KM.93.2);
another Berar Mint, regal year 47, Mihr month (KM.93.6);
another Sitapur Mint, regal year 49, Mihr month (KM.94.4);
another Allahabad Mint, no regal year, with Poetic couplet,
(KM.97.1). Mostly very fine, several scarce. (4)
$120

MOGUL COINAGE

3606
Akbar, (A.H. 963-1014), (A.D. 1556-1605), Baglana State,
silver mahmudi (6), Muhler mint, dates of 995, [11]27, [..]6,
noted, others undated, another half mahmudi, (KM.SAC
72.1 for mahmudi, KM.SAC -). Fine - good very fine. (7)
$100

These regal dated issues occur over the last few years of Akbar’s life. The
Allahabad issues are unusual in that this was the Province given to his son
Salim who wanted supreme power. He rebelled outright several times and
refused to recognise Akbar’s suzereignty, consequently the issues from his
mint were issued annonymously not following the imperial style but had
instead a Persian poetic couplet and mint, sometimes with a date.

This issue of small silver mahmudies (c.5.5 grams) of about half rupee weight
are called ‘mahmudi’and circulated in Surat in the late 16th century. They
bear the name of Akbar and titles and copy silver coins of Ahmadabad,
but they were not products of a Mogul mint. The Rajah of Baglana struck
these mahmudis at his Muhler mint for the traders at Surat, located near
Bombay.

3607
Akbar, (963-1014 A.H., 1556-1605 A.D.), silver square
rupees, AH years 996, uncertain mint (probably Ahmadabad,
(KM.82.1); Aurangzeb ‘Alamgir, (1068-1118 A.H., 16581707 A.D.), rupee, Surat Mint AH1112, regal year 43,
(KM.300.86); Farrukhsayar, (1124-1131 A.H., 1713-1719
A.D.), rupees, Arkat Mint, Hijri date [112]7, regal year 4,
(KM 377.10); another Itawa mint, 1125AH, regal year 2,
(KM.377.34). Mostly very fine, second with scratch, third
coin rare. (4)
$100

3610*
Akbar and Jahangir, (A.H. 1014-1037, A.D. 1605-1628),
silver rupee, with Jahangir pre-accession name of Salim
Shah, RY 2 of Salim and year 50 of Akbar, month Khurdad,
Ahmadabad mint, (11.430 grams), (KM. 140.1, PMC 925,
IMC 608-9, Hull 1465, Lucknow 1205). Nearly extremely
fine, rare.
$180
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3611
Jahangir, (A.H. 1014-1037, A.D. 1605-1628), silver eighth
rupee, mihr couplet suggests Jahangirnagar or Kabul mint,
(1.36 grams), (KM. 131A.1 or 131A.2). Square flan, very
fine and rare.
$50

3615
Aurangzeb, (A.H. 1068-1118, 1658-1707), silver rupee,
Torgal mint, AH 1110, Regnal 50, (11.47 grams), (KM.
300.88). Good very fine, rare.
$60

3616*
Azam Shah, (1118-1119 A.H., 1707 A.D.), silver rupee,
10.868 grams, Burhanpur Mint, Hijri Year 1119, Regal
year 1, Name on top line of obverse, mint at base of reverse,
(KM.332.3, BMC 851, Nagpur 2-5). Mint not present in
other collections. Extremely fine and very Rare.
$500

3612*
Jahangir, (A.H. 1014-1037, A.D. 1605-1628), silver rupee,
heavy issue (13.57 grams), Tatta mint, Regnal year 5, AH
1019 = 1610-1611, (KM. 152.7, PMC 1006, IMC 798,
Lucknow 1443). Very fine, very scarce.
$150
Ex Steve Album list 15 (Sept. 1979), No.1053.

Prince Azam was the third son of Emperor Aurangzeb. On his father’s death
he and his brother Kam Bakhsh entered into a war of succession with his
elder brother later Bahadur Ahah I. Azam was killed in this struggle near
Agra on June 10, 1707. Only a few coins were struck in his reign and these
from only six mints.

These unusual Jahangir heavy rupees were the first issues and were 20%
overweight. They were struck from several mints for several years and
weighed from 13.4-13.7 grams as compared to the normal issue of later in
his reign of 11.2-11.5 grams. A contemporary second series was also struck
at 25% overweight.

3613*
Jahangir and Nur Jahan, (A.H. 1014-1037), (A.D. 16051628), silver rupees, Patna mint with Nur Jahan, 1037 RY
22; (11.35 grams), (KM.168.5, $120 VF). Good very fine
and very scarce.
$120

3617*
Qutb al Din Shah ‘Alam Bahadur Shah, (1119-1124 A.H.,
1707-1712 A.D.), silver rupee, 11.41 grams, Khujistna
Bunyad Mint, Hirji date 1121, Regal year 3, Ruler’s name
on obverse, Mint at base of reverse, (KM 348.25, Lucknow
3493, Nagpur 157-8, cf.M.3296). Extremely fine and
rare.
$120

A very scarce issue limited to only six mints for only a couple of years
struck in the name of the Empress Nur Jahan “by authority of the Emperor
Jahangir”.

3618*
Jahandar, (A.H. 1124, A.D. 1712), round gold mohur, (10.94
grams), struck at Ahmadnagar, mint, Regnal year 1, issued
A.H. 1124 (1712), obv. Jahandar name in top centre, date
centre at top, rev. mint name on coin at top, Regnal year in
centre right, (cf.KM.368). Trace of mount-mark on edge,
otherwise very fine, very rare not present for this mint in
KM in gold.
$400

3614*
Shah Jahan I, (A.H. 1037-1068, A.D.1628-1658), round
Gold mohur, (10.978 grams), struck in Surat mint, issued
A.H. [1038] (A.D. 1628-9), Regnal Year 2, Azar month,
Surat mint signature, obv. around dots within circles,
Kalima, Regnal Year, month and mint signature, rev. Persian
legend, (M. 3211, KM. 255.6). Full bold strike as struck,
uncirculated.
$750

3619
Farrukhisayar, (A.H. 1124-1131, A.D. 1711-1719), silver
rupees, Akbarabad (Mustaqir-ul-Mulk) (1127 AH) year 4,
(KM.337.5, Nagpur 322); Etawa (Itawa) 1130 AH, year 7,
(KM.377.34, Nagpur 451-2); Shahjahanabad 1129 AH, year
6, (KM.377.55, Nagpur 530). Good very fine - extremely
fine. (3)
$120

Ex Akola hoard (Num. Digest I, (II), p.36-8). Some 3,000 coins of this
exact mint, date and month, were found along the river bank near the city
of Akola. About 1,000 coins reached the market, the remainder were seized
by the government. All pieces are uncirculated and as struck. The hoard is
believed to have been the military pay sent from the mint at Surat to the
troops fighting near Golconda. It is probable that the entire mintage was
in the hoard.
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3620
Farrukhisayar, (A.H. 1124-1131, A.D. 1711-1719), silver
rupees, Akbarabad (Mustaqir-ul-Khilafat), 1130 AH, year
7, (KM.337.6, Nagpur 327); Etawa (Itawa) [112]8 AH,
year 5, (KM.377.34, Nagpur 445); Muhammad Shah,
(A.H. 1131-1161, A.D. 1719-1748), silver rupees, Ajmer
Mint Dar-ul-Khair, Hijri date 1136 AH, year 5, (KM.436.2,
Lucknow 3848}; Itawa Mint, Hijri date 1144AH, year 14,
(KM.436.29). Good very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$140

INDEPENDENT KINGDOMS

3624*
Arcot (Arkat). Muhammad Ali, (A.D. 1751-1795). gold
Pagoda (3.39 grams), Arkat mint, obv. three Swamis
standing, rev. Arabic ‘ain’ in granulated field. (KM 14; M.-;
Mitchiner, South India II, 988 [under Umdatu al-Umara,
1795-1801]). Extremely fine, rare.
$200
3625
Assam, Rudra Simha Sukhrungpha, (SE 1618-1636, A.D.
1696-1714), silver rupee SE 1627 (1705), (KM.40); Pramatta
Simha Sunenpha (SE 1666-1673, A.D. 1744-1751), silver
rupees SE 1671 (1749), 1672 (1750), (KM.122); Rajesvara
Simha Suprempha (SE 1673-1691, A.D. 1751-1769), silver
rupee SE 1679 (1757), 1690 (1768), (KM.134). Good fine
- extremely fine. (5)
$150

3621*
Rafi’ al Daulah Shah Jahan II, (1131 A.H., 1719 A.D.),
silver rupee, 11.51 grams, Azimabad Mint (Patna), Hijri date
[11]31AH, Regal year 1, Ruler’s name at top and centre on
obverse, mint at top on reverse, (KM.415.5, Lucknow 3759,
Nagpur 594-5). Toned, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$150

All these rupees are octagonal in shape.

3626
Assam, Lakshmi Simha (Sunyeopha), (SE 1691-1702, A.D.
1769-1780), silver rupee, SE 1694 (1772), 1700 (1778),
(KM.182); Gaurinatha Simha (Suhitpanpha), (SE 17021718, A.D. 1780-1796), silver rupees SE 1708 (1786), 1716
(2) (1794), (KM.218). Very fine - extremely fine. (5)
$150

He was the older brother of Rafi-ud-Darjat and grandson of Bahandur
Shah. Installed as emperor by the Sayyid Brothers who killed his brother.
A mere puppet he was removed shortly after installation after a reign of
three months.

All these rupees are octagonal in shape.

3622*
Muhammad Ibrahim, (1132-1133 A.H., 1720 A.D.), silver
rupee, 11.285 grams, Shahjahanabad Mint Dar-ul-Khilafat,
Hijri date 113[2]AH, Regal year 1, Ruler’s name at top on
obverse, Mint at top on reverse, (KM.426.1, Lucknow 3764,
IMC 1836, Hull 2032, Lahore 2314, M.3321a, Nagpur 6078, BMC 956. Nearly very fine and extremely Rare.
$500

3627*
Farrukhabad, The Independent City State of Farrukhabad,
gold mohur, in the name of Shah Alam II, regal year 31
(1797), (KM.34). Very fine and rare.
$350
3628
Maratha Independent Kingdom, silver rupees from the
mints of Athani and Bagalkot struck in the name of Shah
Alam II, dated A.H. 1181, (Wiggin T2 (illustrated, p.44); T2
(illustrated p.45); Bagalkot illustrated as KM.84), (KM.71,
84). Good very fine. (2)
$100

Ex Maltar Galleries, Auction 66, August 14, 1995 (lot 307)
The couplet on the obverse reads “Struck coin in the world through the grace
of the Bountiful one, King of Kings, Muhammad Ibrahim.” He was the last
of the four puppet emperors placed on the throne by the Sayyid Brothers.
He was the third son of Bahadur Shah I. He only struck at Shahjahanabad
(Delhi) in reign lasting 39 days before he was killed. A similar example in
Steve Album list 206 was listed at US$1350.

Wiggin in “Maratha Mints and Coinage” (p.44) believes that the Athani
mint issue of date 1181 is conceivably an error for AH 1171 (1757-58) the
year they were first struck. Both Athani and Bagalkot mints remained part
of the Maratha domain until 1818.

3623
Nawabs of Bengal, Alamgir II, (A.H.1167-1173, A.D. 17541759), quarter rupee, Regnal year 3, mint off flan (probably
Murshidabad), another of Shah Alam II (A.H.1173-1221,
A.D. 1759-1806), Regnal Year 10, mint maybe Jahangirnager
(possibly EIC). Fine - very fine. (2)
$40

3629
Marathas, Ahmadabad, Muhammad Akbar II, (A.H. 12211253, A.D. 1806-1837), silver rupees (44), issues in his name,
struck under authority for the Marathas, Ahmadabad mint,
mostly dates off flan, (KM.40). Very good - very fine. (44)
$120
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3630
Marathas, Orchhas, silver rupees (27), issues with a good
range of dates, (KM.C32, 42). Very good - very fine. (27)
$100
3631
Marathas, Tanjore, Venkoji (1674-1686), gold fanams
(approx. 80), (Maheshwari & Wiggins types T1, T1a, p.1824). Very fine - uncirculated. (approx. 80)
$450

3632*
Mysore, Tipu Sultan, (AM1215-1227, A.D. 1787-1799),
silver rupee, Patan mint, AM1217 date reversed, RY 7,
(1788), (KM.126). Lightly toned, extremely fine.
$100
part

3636*
Baroda, Manaji Rao (1789-1793) to Sayaji Rao III (A.D.
1875-1938), Baroda mint, silver rupee VS1952 (1895),
(KM.Y.36a); Hyderabad, Mir Mahmud Ali Khan II, (A.H.
1285-1329) (A.H. 1868-1911), silver rupee A.H. 1324/40
(1907), (KM.Y.40.1); Mewar, silver rupee, (nd. c,18581920), (KM.Y.11); Nawanagar, Vibhaji (VS 1909-1951, A.D.
1852-1894), silver five kori VS 1950 (1893), (14.02 grams),
(KM.23); Sikh Empire, Ranjit Singh (VS 1856-1896, A.D.
1799-1839), VS1885 fixed, year (18)95 (1838), Amritsar
mint, silver rupee, (KM.22.1). Good very fine - extremely
fine. (5)
$200

3633*
Mysore, Krishna Raja Wodeyar, (A.H.1214-1285), (A.D.
1799-1868), gold pagoda, (3.420 grams), obv. Shiva and
Parvati seated facing, rev. three lined Brahmi legend “Sri
Krishna ra ja”, (KM.210, M.1024-5). Extremely fine.
$100

NATIVE STATES

Ex A few with tickets from Seaby, London, c.1979.

3634*
Awadh, in the name of Shah ‘Alam II, Muhammad, gold
mohur, (10.89 grams), Banaras mint, year 10. AH 118X,
(KM 38 for year 8 only and unpriced, [under Awadh]). With
two small holes on edge, otherwise very fine and rare.
$400

3637*
Bharatpur, Jaswant Singh, (VS 1909-1950, A.D. 1853-1893),
and in the name of Queen Victoria, Bharatpur mint (mint
name Braj Indrapur), silver rupee, regal year VS1910 (1858),
obv. head of Queen Victoria to left, rev.inscription and date
VS1910, * and katar to left of date but off flan, with clear
date, (KM. 157). Very fine and scarce.
$120

3635
Awadh, Najibabad mint, silver rupees in the name of Shah
Alam II, years 46 (72), 47 (13), (KM.116.11). Very fine or
better. (20)
$100

This native state issue has a very good representation of Queen Victoria’s
portrait on the obverse.
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3643*
Patiala. Bhupindar (Bhupendra) Singh, (A.D.1900-1938),
gold Mohur (10.57 grams). Dated VS 1958 (1900 AD), obv.
legend with titles of Ahmad Shah Durrani, rev. legend with
tiger knife and Vikrama Samvat date; saltire with pellets,
(KM 15 var. [no saltire]; M.-). Probably has been gilt,
otherwise good very fine and rare.
$300
3638*
Bundi, Raghubir Singh, (VS 1946-1984, A.D. 1889-1927),
Bundi mint, silver rupee in name of Edward VII with standing
figure on obverse, large flan, year VS 1958, (1901); another
VS 1961 (1904), (KM. Y.11), Very fine or better and both
scarce. (2)
$120

See note below lot 3644.

3644*
Patiala. Bhupindar (Bhupendra) Singh, (A.D.1900-1938),
gold third mohur (3.71 grams). Dated VS 1958 (1900 AD),
obv. legend with titles of Ahmad Shah Durrani, rev. legend
with tiger knife and Vikrama Samvat date. (KM 15; M -).
Good very fine.
$160

3639
Dhar, Queen Victoria, one half pice 1887 (2), one twelfth
anna 1887, (KM.11, 12); Jaipur, George V and Madho Singh
II, (various regnal years 1-37, A.D. 1880-1922), nazarana
rupee, with obverse A.D. date 1918, and reverse with regnal
year 39, (KM.147), others rupees (2) including Indore,
Jaswant Rao, (1798-1811), nazarana rupee, (14.70 grams),
AH 1222, (KM.8). Very fine - extremely fine. (6)
$100

Maj. Gen. HH Farzand-i-Khas-i-Daulat-i-Inglishia Mansur-i-Zaman Amirul-Umra Maharaja Dhiraj Rajeshwar Sir Sri Maharaja-i-Rajgan Bhupendra
Singh Mahendra Bahadur was the great-grandson of Narendra Singh, whose
Patiala Sikhs loyally backed the British during the Great Revolt of 1857.
Bhupendra served gallantly in World War I and was awarded decorations
for bravery from Great Britain, as well as Belgium, France, Greece, Italy and
Romania. He also captained the 1911 all-India cricket team, represented India
in the League of Nations, and found time to sire eighty-eight children.

3640*
Jodhpur, Umaid Singh, (1918-1947) and King George V,
gold half mohur, (5.55 grams), Jodhpur mint, with shri
daroga mark, date off flan, c.1918-1935 A.D., (KM.128).
Very fine and rare.
$200

3645*
Patiala. Bhupindar (Bhupendra) Singh, (A.D.1900-1938),
gold third mohur (3.64 grams). Dated VS 1958 (1900 AD),
obv. legend with titles of Ahmad Shah Durrani, rev. legend
with tiger knife and Vikrama Samvat date. (KM 15; M -).
Good very fine.
$180

3641*
Jodhpur, Umaid Singh, (1918-1947) and King George V, gold
quarter mohur, Jodhpur mint, with shri daroga mark, date off
flan, c.1918-1935 A.D., (KM.127.2). Very fine and rare.
$100

3646*
Rajkot, Pradyumansinhji Lakhajirajsinhji, (1940-1973), gold
medallic mohur (8.00 grams), dated 1945, obv. rising sun,
rev. Rajkot state, coat-of-arms, (KM. M1). About as struck,
nearly uncirculated.
$300
This piece, and its accompanying silver off-metal strike, appear to have been
issued some years after the date on the coin. Reported mintage in gold is 54
pieces, and it is the only issue of this small Princely State.

3642*
Jodhpur, in the name of George VI and Umaid Singh,
gold mohur, (11.02 grams), VS[19]97 (1940), (KM 150,
unpriced). Extremely fine and rare.
$300
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3651*
Bengal Presidency, Benares Mint type, gold mohur, in name
of Shah Alam II, (A.H.1173-1221, A.D.1759-1806), (10.856
grams), Year 31, AH 1202, (Pr. -, KM. 31). Brilliant, good
extremely fine and very rare.
$600
3647*
Rohilkand, Zabita Khan, (1770-1774), gold mohur (10.80
grams), in the name of Shah Alam II, Najibabad mint, dated
regal year 13 (1772 AD), obv. legend with titles of Shah Alam
and AH date (off flan), rev. legend with titles, regnal year
of Shah Alam, trisul mintmark and mint, (KM. 100). Mint
state, fully lustrous, uncirculated.
$500

3652*
Bengal Presidency, Benares Mint type, gold mohur, in name
of Shah Alam II, (A.H.1173-1221, A.D.1759-1806), (10.90
grams), Year 37, AH 1209, (Pr. -, KM. 31). Brilliant,
extremely fine and very rare.
$600

3648
Rohilkand, Zabita Khan, (1770-1774), gold mohur (10.84
grams), in the name of Shah Alam II, Najibabad mint, dated
regal year 13 (1772 AD), obv. legend with titles of Shah Alam
and AH date (off flan), rev. legend with titles, regnal year
of Shah Alam, trisul mintmark and mint, (KM. 100). Mint
state, fully lustrous, uncirculated.
$500

3653
Bengal Presidency, silver rupees, Murshidabad mint (3),
1184/11, 1190?/19, 1202?/19 (KM.84.2, Pr. 110, 135a,
145); Bombay Presidency, Mumbai rupees (3) name of
Muhammad Shah (KM.163), Surat type rupees (3), 18251831, (KM.218.2, Pr.276); Madras Presidency, Arkot style
rupees (3) in namne of Alamgir II (KM.384, Pr.139, 140).
Mostly very fine. (12)
$120

EAST INDIA COMPANY

3649*
Bombay Presidency, issue of Kolhapur, (A Maratha state
between Goa nad Bombay), silver rupee, 1821, struck
at Shahupur mint, rev. date 1821 with inscription, (Pr. -,
KM.C.30). Very fine, very scarce.
$100
Between 1811 and 1862 Kolhapur concluded a series of treaties and
agreements with the British whereby the state came increasingly under
Britishg protection and control. The mint closed in 1850. This 1821 rupee
is regarded as an issue of the EIC in this transition period. It is interesting
to have the date 1821 written in English.

3654*
Bengal Presidency, Indian Design, Murshidabad (Calcutta)
Mint, 1777-1793, Perpetual 19 san sicca series, Standard
Silver Currency, in the name of Shah Alam II (A.H.11731221, A.D.1759-1806), silver rupees (2), quarter rupee and
eighth rupee, Murshidabad mint, Regnal Year 19 (fixed), first
dated 1205/4, overdate (KM.86 ?), others with date off flan,
Privy mark crescent under Shah Alam, (cf.Pr. 145-146, 147
(?), 150, 151; KM.81.3, 82.3, 84.2, 86). Fine - good very
fine, all scarce - very rare. (4)
$150

3650*
Bengal Presidency, Benares Mint type, gold mohur, in name
of Shah Alam II, (A.H.1173-1221, A.D.1759-1806), (10.862
grams), Year 17/29, AH 12[00], (Pr. -, KM. 31). Brilliant,
good extremely fine and very rare.
$600

Although noted as an overdate for the rupee above it is somewhat uncertain
clearly 1215 but whether it is a 3 or 4 for the last number is uncertain. No
overdates of this period have been published. Crescents appear on all these
coins above.

Lot 3651
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3658
Dutch India, Tuticorin, (c.1675), base gold fanams (approx.
93), with degenerated Kali/ degenerated legend, (KM.31).
Very fine - uncirculated. (approx. 93)
$200
3659
Portuguese India, Goa, Colonial coinage, copper tanga
or 60 reis, countermarked PR 809 on a tanga (KM.251),
(KM.253.1). Host coin poor, countermark very fine.
$40

part

BRITISH INDIA

3655*
Bengal Presidency, silver rupee, Muhammadabad Benares
mint; A.H.1227, regal year 17-49 (1813); rare variety with
stylized fish within Persian couplet, (KM.41); Baroda, Anand
Rao (A.H. 1215-1235, A.D. 1800-1819), in the name of
Shah Alam II (A.H. 1173-1221, A.D. 1759-1806), silver half
rupee, Ahmadabad mint, uncertain regal year but type 17981806, (KM.C.18, Pr.286); other half rupees (2) issued 18061837 (KM.C.A28) issued in name of Muhammad Akbar II.
Good very fine - extremely fine, first very scarce. (4)
$200

3660*
Queen Victoria, gold mohur, 1841, Calcutta mint, divided
legend, (11.656 grams), Type II, rev. lion standing to left
in front of palm, normal date 4, (Pr.22 (1), KM.462.1).
Extremely fine.
$750

The Bengal Banares rupee is a new type authorized in 1812 with the design
now omiting the darogah’s mark. The type was only issued for two years.
Ahmadabad was a Mogul city that became a Maratha city. In A.H. 1214,
(A.D. 1800), the Gaikwads (Rulers of Baroda) attacked and captured the
city. The Maratha Peshwa made no attempt to retake the city but after
negotiations leased it to the Gaikwads for four years, this was further renewed
for ten years. However by 1814 the Peshwa refused to renew the lease and
this caused a collapse in prosperity of the city. It was subsequently handed
over to the British in December 1817 (A.H. 1233).

Ex Dr. Colin Burnside Collection, and previously from Noble Numismatics
Sale 62 (lot 944).

3656*
Madras Presidency, European Style Coinages, Issues, 18081815, gold two pagodas, (5.966 grams), obv. Gopuram of
a temple with 9 stars each side, around in English, TWO
PAGODAS, rev. deity Vishnu standing surrounded by dotted
circles, in native text of Tamil and Telugu ‘two pagodas’,
(Pr.146, KM.358). Good extremely fine and rare.
$400

3661*
Queen Victoria, gold mohur, 1882C, Calcutta mint, (11.67
grams), obv. two flower type and V raised in centre of dress,
rev. C privy mark, (Pr. 19, KM. 496). Extremely fine and
the third rarest date.
$350
Only 11,663 issued of this date.

INDIAN TOKENS AND MEDALS

3657*
Madras Presidency, European Style Coinages, Second Issue,
1808, silver quarter pagoda, obv. Gopuram of a temple with
9 stars each side, around in English QUARTER PAGODA,
in letters without stops, large buckled garter below, partly
filled, rev. deity Vishnu standing surrounded by dotted circles,
ribbon ending in star, in native text ‘half a flower (or star)
pagoda’, with dots continuing under legs of Vishnu, (as
illustrated in Pridmore), (Pr.173, KM.352). Very fine and
scarce.
$120

3662*
Sikhs, gold token or medallion, 3.33 grams, obv. Guru Nanak
with Mardana and Bala in shade of a tree, rev. first verse
of the Mool Mantra as an eight line Gurmukhi inscription,
dotted border, undated. Extremely fine and rare.
$400
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3667*
Sikhs, gold medallion, 10.06 grams, 28mm, obv. Guru Nanak
with Mardana and Bala, one line of Gurmukhi script in the
exergue, rev. first verse of the Guru Granth Sahib, undated.
Good very fine.
$300
3668
Gwailor, octagonal copper medal, The Gwailor Medal, obv.
bust of Madho Rao, rev. Gwailor Fort, , 29.8 grams, 38mm.,
suspender missing, (TM 117, Tont McClenaghan, “Indian
Princely Medals”, New Delhi, 1996, p.133-4). Very fine,
patchy toning, scarce.
$50

3663*
Sikhs, gold token or medallion, 4.32 grams, obv. Guru
Nanak with Mardana and Bala in shade of a tree, rev.
first verse of the Mool Mantra as an eight line Gurmukhi
inscription, dotted border, undated. Very fine with ring
mount support.
$180

3669
Hyderabad, Modern Bronze Medal, 400th Anniversary of
the marriage of Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah (1565-1611),
Obv bust of shah right, Rev female bust, legend around
in native scripts and 1591 BHAGAMATI 1991, unsigned,
75mm; Lungla: Tea Garden Token, Sylhet Tea Co. Ltd;
India Government Mint Bombay, square plaque, Obv mint
building. Mint state with lustre, uncirculated, second very
fine. (3)
$80

3664*
Sikhs, gold medallion, 4.86 grams, obv. Guru Nanak with
Mardana and Bala in shade of a tree, various symbols in
exergue, rev. Gurmukhi 1 and initial letter within double
dotted border, undated. Nearly extremely fine and rare.
$250

3670
Indian tokens, Burmah-Shell Canteen “2” bronze (20mm);
Elphinstone Mill round, bronze (20mm), another square;
I.G. (India Government) Mint, Alipore, ten paise aluminium
(24mm); K.V. Pendharker, Bombay, four annas cu-ni (22mm);
Soldiers Club, Shillong Assam “1”, octagonal, brass (Prid
205). All other tokens not in Pridmore. Includes several
scarce issues. Fine - extremely fine. (6)
$120
3671
Indian tokens, Model Mills Ltd. Nagpure, eleven paise,
cupro-nickel (23mm) scalloped shape (4); another but with
no denomination stated (2). (Not in Pridmore; Thakkur
100.1M.5, 6). Fine - very fine. (6)
$80

3665*
Sikhs, gold medallion, 5.11 grams, obv. Guru Nanak with
Mardana and Bala in shade of a tree, various symbols in
exergue, rev. Gurmukhi 1 and initial letter “om” with circular
Gurmukhi legend around, plain order, undated. Nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$250

OLYMPIC MEMORABILIA

3666*
Sikhs, gold medallion, 8.58 grams, obv. Guru Nanak with
Mardana and Bala in shade of a tree, various symbols in
exergue, rev. Gurmukhi 1 and initial letter “om” with circular
Gurmukhi legend around, plain order, undated. Nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$200
3672*
Germany. Berlin Olympics 1936, XI.Olympische
Sommerspiele, International Press badge, in enamel and
silvered bronze (45mm), maker Rob Neff Berlin W57 on
reverse. With chip in enamel on second ring, otherwise
nearly extremely fine.
$200
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3676
The Centenary of Federation Montage, handcrafted by
Michael Salmon, Adelaide, No 68 of 100 issued, displayed
in glaze and ornate frame, with celloglazed Certificate of
authenticity and a bag of mixed modern world coins and
notes (traveller's change). As new.
$100

3673
Moscow Olympic Games 1980, assorted souvenir badges, pin
backed, mostly in gilt and enamel. Very fine - uncirculated.
(25)
$100

3677
Great Britain, George III - Queen Victoria, halfcrown, 1836
with red, white and blue enamel on reverse, shilling, 1826
with red and blue enamel on obverse and reverse, florin, 1887
with multicolour enamel. Mount removed from obverse on
first and last coins, good - very fine. (3)
$100

MISCELLANEOUS

3678
Australia, Elizabeth II, proof gold one hundred dollars, 1998
(floral emblems), mounted on an 18 carat gold chain. Total
weight 15.8 grams. Extremely fine.
$250
3679
Italy, modern jeweller’s copies in gold, Milan, Galeazzo
Maria Sforza two ducats, hall marked in field, (cf.F.689);
another twenty lire, 1923 (cf.F.31); Netherlands, ten guilders
in base metal 1897; Germany, Prussia, silver five marks
1874 modern restrike of 1980; Germany, Saxony, three
marks, 1917 (cf.KM.1276) in base metal modern copy. First
mounted on edge, otherwise very fine - uncirculated. (5)
$300
3680
U.S.A, ten dollars or eagle, 1894S, Liberty head, jeweller’s
copy with mount at top. Also 1/20 ounce 1990, roo and
1988, panda coins. Very fine - uncirculated. (3)
$350
3681
Silver brooch, made from Straits Settlements ten cents 1894
(20). Also Silau Tobacco Plantation cupro-nickel 1/10 dollar
(Sch.1127). Fine; very fine. (2)
$100
3682
Sovereign cases, and coin holders in silver (9, two with
chains) in gold plated silver (2) in brass (2) a silver plated
vesta box and a 1937 Australian silver crown. Fine - very
fine. (14)
$750

3674*
Australian banks, Johnston/Stone (1983) fifty dollars in ten
folded bundles of ten notes each, printed as “dummy notes”
with electronic tracking device in centre of eight middle
bundles with square cut out. Extremely fine.
$2,000

3683
Gold Assay weights, in original cedar box. Fine - very fine.
(32)
$100

Tellers would hold the packs with the hidder device to include in notes stolen
during a robbery at the bank counter, allowing police to track and locate
the notes and suspects.

3684
“The Sovereign Queens Spoon Collection”,containing six
sterling silver spoons (weighing approx 25 grams) featuring
the portraits of the British Queens. Some toning, otherwise
as issued.
$80

3675
Collection of various Royal Australian Mint posters,
mostly from 1989-2003. All housed in postal tubes, in new
condition. (43)
$50

3685
Antique opal bar brooch, 15ct gold; cameo shell bar brooch
in 9ct gold. Very fine. (2)
$150
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3686*
Watch, Carlowitz & Co, .800 silver cased gents mid-size
hunter pocket watch, key wind, white enamel dial with
chinese characters and “3007” in gold and black printed
on, ornate main hands, subsidiary second hand, chinese
hallmarkings on front and back covers, and dust cover, fifteen
jewell signed movement, along with contemporary silver
diamond cut fob chain and key, seems to run well but not
tested for accuracy. Extremely fine and possibly rare.
$200

3688*
Watch, Rolex oyster perpetual, datejust, gents stainless steel
wristwatch, sweep second hand, superlative chronometer,
officially certified, on Rolex stainless steel bracelet, c.1970’s,
in working condition but not tested for accuracy. Very
fine.
$700

3687*
Watch, Omega, day date, Seamaster Cosmic, automatic,
gents wristwatch, sweep second hand, waterproof gold
plated casing, gold plated non-Omega bracelet, c.1960’s,
runs well but not tested for accuracy. Some wear to the case,
otherwise very fine.
$100

3689*
Watch, Milus, gents stainless steel alarm wristwatch, date,
sweep second hand, seventeen jewell incabloc movement with
Lifespring, on brown leather bracelet, in running order but
not tested for accuracy. Very fine.
$150
3690
Watches, Gentlemen’s wrist watches, Longines quartz, gold
plated and stainless; Bulova, Longchamp gold plate and
stainless; Seiko Lassale quartz, stainless steel, gold plated
bezel; Seiko quartz alarm chronograph, stainless steel. The
first two on leather, the last two on metal bracelet. All appear
to be in working order but the accuracy has not been tested.
Extremely fine. (4)
$150
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3691
Watches, assorted wrist watchers (13) and pocket watches
(2,including a gold plated by Hamilton in hard case and
stop watch, souvenir Hong Kong dollar ash tray, Dick
Smith Antarctic Expedition 1977 medals in silver plate
(3)_, World War I BWM & Iron Cross, badges, medalets
masonic, military insignia. Two W.C Penfall receiving badges.
(approx 200)
$200

3701
Coca Cola memorabilia, bedside table clock by Tiffany &
Co. (1989), Russell Coca Cola Yo-Yo (1995) gold plated
replica bottle, Ploiesti Plant. Almost as new. (3)
$200
3702
Port Jackson and Manly Steamship Company, red and white
cloth flag (66 x 46cm), the right hand third appears to be
partly repaired or renewed. Rare. Very fine for issue.
$100

3692
Clock, limited edition working replica of Sir Benjamin
Franklins skeleton clock (No 866/1000) with Thwaites and
Reed certificate, also French brass windup clock. Extremely
fine. (2)
$300

3703
Sydney Harbour Bridge, original souvenir cloth flag used at
the opening of the Sydney Harbour Bridge on 19th March
1932, the flag measures 20 x 17cm in the form of a red,
white and blue Union Jack with the design of the Bridge in
the centre and the words “SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE/
Official Opening March 1932” in two lines, attached to
it’s original black painted wooden cane (90cm). Very rare,
especially with the original cane handle, large tear on right
side of flag otherwise fine.
$200

3693
Scrimshaw (imitation ivory), of whale’s tooth with a portrait
of Napoleon and scene of a naval cannon 1815. Very fine.
$100
3694
Maritime, ship’s Lantern, Japanese, Chart rule in wooden
case (Sydney) A.L. Franklin. Tea clipper in glass in bottle,
Cooks Endeavour in glass dome. Very fine - extremely fine.
(4)
$200

3704
Sydney Harbour Bridge, original photographs of official
opening on 19th March (137 x 97mm), the first shows the
official dias and opening ceremony, the second Aboriginal
group marching past the official dias both with the skyline
of the city in the background. Rare, extremely fine. (2)
$100

3695
Maritime, Titanic 1912, brass name plate on souvenir drink
coaster set in timber and brass. Also a timber and brass
‘Captain’ door label of Titanic. Very fine. (2)
$80
3696
Camera, ‘Cooke’ Anastg. F.5.8 by Haughton Ltd London
(1907). In leather case.
$50

3705
Sydney Harbour Bridge, memorabilia, The Story of the
Sydney Harbour Bridge, 30 page illustrated booklet; Sydney
Harbour Bridge 1932-1982, 31 page illustrated booklet
produced by the department of main roads in March
1982; Photograph of the Harbour Bridge and Luna Park
(195x140mm); another showing the eastern side of the
bridge, the city and the Opera House; Christmas Greetings
card containing foldout photographs of the House; Christmas
Greetings card containing foldout photographs of the Bridge
(cover) and the city; 50th anniversary commemorative stamp
sheet (2). Mostly very fine - extremely fine. (7)
$80

3697
Northumberland Constabulary button, in silver plate, 1902
Coronation medal in white metal (51mm), two miniature
portrait photos on milk glass (circa 1860) and metal
decoration all in small glazed frame.
$100
3698
Steel Railway commemorative paperweight, inscribed
“Rolled in the presence of/ H.M. The Queen/17th October
1956./Workington Iron & Steel/Company.” Very fine.
$80

3706
Sydney Harbour Bridge, memorabilia, Commisioner for
Road Transport and Tramways, Sydney Harbour Bridge Toll
Voucher circa 1947, another overprinted “NO CHARGE”,
rare. Extremely fine. (2)
$100

3699
R.A.C., (Royal Automobile Club) Car Badge in chrome with
blue and white enamel (110mm x 80mm). Queen Elizabeth
crown at top, complete with fitting bolts. Very fine.
$50

3707
Sydney Harbour Bridge, memorabilia, Department of Main
Roads N.S.W. Sydney Harbour Bridge Toll Tickets, (all with
black print) threepence (green bar); sixpence (orange bar);
ninepence (pink bar); one shilling (yellow bar); one shilling
and threepence (blue bar); one shilling and sixpence (green
bar). Complete set?, rare. Fine - good very fine. (6)
$100

3700
Asean 1982, Singapore Airlines set of four pewter tumblers,
Indonesia ornate silver container (.800 fine); Gentleman’s
Amboyna Walking Staff; Middle Eastern Camel Whip
(purchased in Lebanon 1965). Very fine - extremely fine.
(4)
$200
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3710*
New Zealand Related, a collection of Great Britain and
world postcards mostly addresed to the same person in
Palmeston North, New Zealand (1903-06) (41), plus another
group addresed to Maakau and Welligton (1923-39) (26),
includes a few unused cards. All from the same source and
probably the same family/families. Contains a good range of
cancellations especially Palmeston North plus several to pay
and postage due stamps. “To pay, Double Deficient Postage
2d” CDS noted some damaged cards otherwise mostly good
- very fine. (67)
$150
3711
Coin postcards, German New Guinea, Bulgaria, Spain,
Transvaal (Z.A.R - South African Republic). Extremely fine
- uncirculated. (4)
$130
3712
Egypt, postcards, an extensive collection of Egyptian
postcards from various cities and towns, covering a wide
range of subjects. Very fine. (294)
$650

3708*
Australian postcards, large group of topographical cards
including Sydney (118); Sydney Suburbs (123); N.S.W.
Country (20); Melbourne (61); Victoria (19); Queensland
(74); South Australia, western Australia, Tasmania and
Australia general (52). Fair - Mint. (466)
$700

3713
Great Britain, a group of postcards showing the unveiling
of the Hawick “1514” Memorial and associated games,
includes the unveiling ceremony, the large local crowds, the
monument, the procession and band, the “Snuffing”, various
games scenes, “the chase, Hawick Common Riding 1914 and
“the Reels at the Games”, all real photoes, rare as a group.
Mostly extremely fine. (15)
$200
3714
Cigarette cards, album “The Castles” of cigarette cards
including J. Millhoff & Co De Reszke, Wills various series
featuring dogs, cats, birds and animals 1930’s (94); Riders
of the World, Capstan, Ardath e.t.c various series, plus three
loose (51). Poor - uncirculated. (145)
$70

part

3709*
Newcastle, NSW, a comprehensive collection of postcards
all featuring Nobby’s Newcastle including Signal Hill and
Breakwater, issued by a wide range of photographers and
publishers including Frank Hurley, Giovanardi, Rose,
Murray, Empire, Samuel Wood, Broadhurst, Valentine
Palemountain Co, Carlton, H.B & Co, Fairless Bros, Stinson
(photograph on one card reversed in error), Hunter the
Stationer, City News Agency, Smalley & Atkinson, Murfett,
Sands (by Hurley), Macleods, Davies & Cannigton, Rotary,
Comet, Nucolorvue, C.B. & Co, and F.G. Crofts. Mostly
from the period 1903-1909 but includes a few later cards.
Mostly very fine - extremely fine. (51)
$300

3715
Collector Cards, Coins of Australia series by Nabisco,
includes Numbers 1 to 21, 25, 27 to 29, many duplicates.
Mostly extremely fine. (72)
$120
3716
R.A.F., military aircraft complete set of twenty (plain back)
(20/20) R.A.F. winged logo at top (Amalgamated Press
Ltd?- The RAF at War 1940? rare set. Some foxing fine
- very fine.
$100
3717
Cigarette and picture cards. Fine. (hundreds)
$100
3718
Royal Visit, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, visit to Australia
in 1920. A group of postcards showing the Prince’s visit
to Sydney, includes views of the landing place in Sydney
Harbour, the ship, Macquarie Street decorations (2),
Shipping Companies Arch, Woolbrokers Arch, Chinese Arch,
Government House, College Street decorations, George
Street procession, illumination at the Town Hall, Martin
Place and Farmers Building (13) plus a souvenir note pad
of the visit and two souvenir medalets (C.1920/5, 1920/11).
Mostly fine - extremely fine. (16 items)
$300

Lot 3710 part
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3719
Royal Visit, of Queen Elizabeth II, special Newcastle souvenir
ticket to travel on a Royal Visit Tourist bus for travel in
February 1954; Anzac Day Celebrations, 25th April 1961,
department of Government Transport N.S.W. special free bus
ticket for travel by an Ex-Service Member and Employee of
the department of Government Transport, both items rare.
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (2)
$100

3725
Amalgamated Shearers Union of Australasia, Creswick
Branch, Victoria, members receipt for 1892. Made out to R.
Ross of Victoria for an annual contribution of ten shillings,
dated 15th September 1891. No.5101. Fine - very fine.
$100
3726
Amalgamated Shearers Union of Australasia, Creswick
Branch, Victoria, members receipt for 1893. Made out to
James T. Pope (?) of Creswick for an annual contribution
of ten shillings, dated 25th August 1892. Slightly different
design at left. Voting paper ballot attached to left border.
No.1461. Fine - very fine.
$100

3720
Melbourne Cup Tour, N.S.W./Victorian Government
Railways Inter System passenger Ticket. Special booklet of
eleven coupons for a first class trip to the Melbourne Cup
circa 1955. Contains first class tickets for rail tickets, sleeping
berth, admission, tours, luggage and dinner, all overprinted
specimen. Very fine and rare.
$80
3721
Qantas Memorabilia, a collection of memorabillia, articles.
magazines and brochures relating to tickets, schedules, travel
documents, greetings cards, menus and various aspects of the
airline; plus other memorabilia relating to T.A.A, Air New
Zealand etc.; World Expo “88”, Brisbane and Australian
Bicentenary 1788-1988. All housed in four loose leaf albums.
Mostly Mint.
$80
3722
Sydney, The Pocket Street directory of Sydney and Immediate
environs, third edition (1920’s), 96 pages, 22 maps, also
includes index of Commonwealth and State offices, hotels,
wharves, hospitals, theatres, halls and street numbers. A
few stains on the cover, otherwise contents clean and in very
good condition.
$80

3727*
Labour Daily Levy, special levy for ten shillings, Western
Branch of the Australian Workers Union 1914-1915, dated
22nd August 1914, printed by the Worker Print, 129 Bathurst
St. Sydney, rare. Very fine.
$60
3728
Labour Day Levy, receipts (3), Victoria-Riverina Branch,
A.W.U., ten shillings issued at Cobram Estate 31/8/1910,
issued Woorooma West 26/8/1911, issued Hunduria Station
12/8/-; also Commonwealth of Australia Diggers Loan
(1930), Official Receipt, 2-9-1921 from Charles Hartlett,
the sum of two hundred and eighty pounds; Advertisement
for Employers of Labour - Good Male or Female Servants.
Very good - very fine. (7)
$100

DOCUMENTS

3729
Miscellaneous, North Fitzroy Higher Elementary School,
Patriotic Fund Contributions, Pupils’ Pledge and Receipt
Card, 1918; War Savings Groups, Member’s Contribution
Card (2), 1941-1942, 1942-1943; Commonwealth of
Australia, Victoria, Postal Notes (130mm x 106mm) for
fifteen shillings, Cohuna, 21Au51, one pound (2), Oakleigh
4Fe66 and one unstamped; United Australia Party, political
pamphlets. Fair - very fine. (9)
$100

3723*
Ticket of Leave, Police Office, Victoria 185-., (221mm x
112mm) unissued. Uncirculated.
$370

3730
Fisherman’s License, N.S.W Government Fisherman’s Licence
dated 28 January 1931; N.S.W. Government Fishing Boat
Licence dated 12 April 1934, both issued at the Treasury,
Sydney for a five shillings fee. Fine - very fine. (2)
$80

3724
Victoria. Government Report, 1856, Report of the Board
enquiry into the Condition and Management of the
Department of Her Majesty’s Customs, 111 pages. Very
fine.
$110
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3731
Union Memorabilia, membership cards and related
documents, a wide selection from many different unions
1920/21-1990 (43); plus a group of membership cards from
the Operative Painters and Decorators Union 1927-1940
including rules and awards books (8). Very good - extremely
fine. (51)
$100
3732
Mining stock, Cordelia Gold Sluicing, Gibbo River,
Gippsland, 1899 (5); M’Ivor Caledonia Quartz Mining
Company, Heathcote, Dec 17 1859, wages slip to William
Vincent of £3.12.0. Fine - very fine.(6)
$100
3733
Mining stock, Alpine Gold Mining Company, Stringers
Creek, 1866, share certificate for five shares of £10 each,
No.252. Extremely fine and scarce.
$200

3739*
Treasury Bond, Commonwealth of Australia, Treasury Bond
for ten pounds, issued 12th March 1946, 2% repayable 15th
April, 1949, with eight coupons attached two cancelled.
Nearly extremely fine.
$120

3734
Mining stock, United Poverty Reef Mining Corporation.
Tarnagulla, 1869, share certificate for five shares of £1 10s
each, No. of Issue 34. Punch holed top left corner, otherwise
very fine and rare.
$200

3740
Postal Notes, Commonwealth of Australia, Victoria, Postal
Notes (200mm x 106mm) for three shillings, B504633,
stamped ‘Money Order Office Vic 9A-11AU 4?’, pay
A.McIntosh; four shillings (3), 769508, stamped ‘Melbourne
Vic 1JA35’, B932407, stamped ‘?? Vic Aust’, B988194,
stamped ‘Money Order Office Kerang 25Feb1943’; five
shillings, S814452, stamped ‘M.O.O. Commerce House Vic
19My43’. Good fine - good very fine. (5)
$150

3735
Treasury Bond, Commonwealth of Australia, Treasury Bond
for ten pounds, issued 15th February 1941, 3¼% repayable
15th August, 1950-1956, twenty eight coupons attached.
Very fine.
$150

3741
Postal Notes, Commonwealth of Australia, Victoria, Postal
Notes (200mm x 106mm) for one shilling, B762977, stamped
‘Ringwood Vic 20AU42’; one shilling and sixpence, C166214,
stamped ‘Sandhill Park Vic, MY51’ paymaster at Kerang,
pay T.Tarrant; two shillings, C417613, stamped ‘Leongatha
Vic, 16SE43’; two shillings and sixpence, A620770, stamped
‘Kerang Victoria, 8AU36’; three shillings, A981272,
stamped ‘Market Street Melbourne, 5JE40’; three shillings
and sixpence, 242075, stamped ‘M O Office Elizabeth St
Melb, 11AU33’. paymaster at __, pay T.Tarrant (this note
holed); four shillings, B335133, stamped ‘T.O.Tragowel Vic,
16SE40’; five shillings, N399399, stamped ‘Kerang Vic Aust
18OC40’; one pound, F70352, stamped ‘Kerang Vic Aust,
22AP43’. Good - very fine. (9)
$300

3736
Treasury Bond,, Commonwealth of Australia, Treasury Bond
for ten pounds, issued 15th May 1942, 3¼% repayable 15th
November, 1950-1958, twenty two coupons attached. With
pin holes top left corner, very fine.
$100
3737
Treasury Bond, Commonwealth of Australia, Treasury Bond
for ten pounds, issued 28th March 1944, 3¼% repayable
15th October, 1950-1960, twenty six coupons attached.
Some rust stains, otherwise nearly very fine.
$100

3742
Australian “Funny Money”, a wide selection. Mostly
uncirculated. (61)
$100

3738
Treasury Bond, Commonwealth of Australia, Treasury Bond
for ten pounds, issued 12th March 1946, 3¼% repayable
15th October, 1955-1958, twenty two coupons attached.
With pinholes top left corner, nearly very fine.
$100

3743
Casino tokens, includes a group of early tokens used in
Australia (7) plus a selection of modern Australian tokens
(13). Fine - uncirculated. (20)
$80
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3744
Blockstone, Sir William, Commentaries on the Laws of
England, London, sixth edition, 1778, 4 vols octavo, restored
and rebound by the State Library conservator 2001. Housed
in two boxes.
$400

3751
Ceplite, R., (Latvian Numismatics) Numismatika, XV-XVI
gs Livonijas Monetu depozits Ruzinas Ciema, 171pp, 16
plates, Riga, 1968. Fine, important and rare.
$100
The book catalogues, describes 1112 coins and illustrates all major varieties
of these coins struck in Latvia from the 14th-16th century.

3752
Grueber, Herbert A., Handbook of the Coins of Great
Britain and Ireland in the British Museum, London, British
Museum, 1st edition, 1899, 272 + lxiii pp., 64 plates. Half
leather, otherwise fine.
$100

NUMISMATIC LITERATURE
3745
Adam, Alexander., Roman Antiquities, sixth edition, London
1836. Full leather octavo, pp528. Fine
$80

Ex Library of Triggs, Heyde and Pitchfork (with his stamp).

3753
Hawkins, Edward, The Silver Coins of England; Bernard
Quaritch, London 1887, (3rd and best edition) 547 pp.,
53 plates. Half leather, several front pages loose, otherwise
very good - fine.
$80

3746
Album, Stephen., A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 2nd edition,
January 1998, Santa Rosa Calif., 151 pp. Very fine.
$40

Ex Ken G. Welch library with his bookplate, and C.E. Pitchfork library
with his stamp.

This edition is a vastly expanded checklist on the first edition with rarities of
mints etc for Umayyad and Abbasid Caliphate issues and with much more
expanded text. An essential text for anyone collecting Islamic coins.

3754
Henfrey, Henry William, A Guide to the Study of English
Coins..., rev. by C.E. keary, London, 1891, 325pp illustrated
throughout, together with W.S.Lincoln list and an alphabetical
list of books in Bohn’s Libraries. (@30pps); Charles, Earl of
Liverpool, A Treatise on the Coins of the Realm, London,
1846; 283pps.; Read, V., The Silver Crown, Brisbane, c.1945,
20pps illust. throughout; Jewitt, Llewellynn., The Descriptive
Hand-Book of English Coins, London, c.1850, 77 pps illust.
throughout; Rawlings, C.B., The Story of the British Coinage,
London, 1898, 224 pps; Jewitt, Ll., & Head, Barclay, V.,
English Coins and Tokens, 2nd edn., London, 1888, 128 pps
illustrated throughout; Rayner, Peter Alan, The Designers &
Engravers of the English Milled Coinage 1662-1953, Seaby,
1954, 26 pp.; Bressett, A guide Book of English Coins; Spink,
The Milled Coinage of England 1662-1946, 1950 edn.,145
pp, with supplement 1958; Nelson, Philip., The Coinage of
William Wood, 1722-1733, Spink, 1959, 46pps, 3 plates.
Mostly fine, many as scarce 19th century publications on
United Kingdom coinage. (10)
$150

3747
American Numismatic Society, Museum Notes, a good run
of volumes IX, XI - XII, 13-18, 24-33 together with the
following series of the American Journal of Numismatics,
Volumes 1 - 8 and 13 (in six volumes); all published between
1960-2001. All volumes are as new, all with card covers, last
in hard cover. (25)
$800
A very good run of these important journals, one of the best published in
the English language. Each volume contains at least 10 articles many used in
our Noble Numismatics catalogue eg. Selinus Hoard; Sacks, Myrina; Jones,
Magnesia; Oakley, Cyme etc. The articles mostly pertain to ancient coinage
and are usually important reference papers. They are most important and
should be in every library on ancient coins.

3748
Andrews, Dr Arthur, Australasian Tokens & Coins, Sydney
1921. Almost as new, blue cloth.
$100
3749
Bowyer, R., Historic Gallery, Pall Mall, “Coins, Medals,
Ancient Buildings, and other Antiquities relative to the
English History. folio, 25 plates (each plate dated and
engraved from 1794-1805), published c.1806, gilt edges,
bound with gilt ornate borders. Some foxing, otherwise
fine and rare.
$250

Ex C.E.Pitchfork library, most with his stamp, several others ex Heyde, Mort
and Ken Welch libraries.

3755
Hyman, Coleman P., An Account of the coins, Coinages
and Currency of Australasia, 159 pages, 1973 reprint of the
original 1893 edition; Chalmers - A History of Currency in
the British Colonies, 492 pages, 1972 reprint of the original
1893 edition. Mint.(2)
$120

Ex Library copy, Canterbury Public Library, Christchurch, New Zealand.

3750
Burns, Edward, The Coinage of Scotland, illustrated from
the cabinet of Thomas Coats..., Edinburgh, volumes II and
III, 1887, original half leather editions, volume II, 556 + xviii
pps (covering period from James I reign - 1424-1436; Volume
III, plates from David I to James VIII, 88 plates and texts, a
few worm holes on last few plates. (C-S 11257). A standard
reference missing the text of Volume I but includes the superb
plates in volume III, generally fine and rare. (2)
$250

3756
Keller, Dr. Arnold; Das Deutsche Notgeld, Katalog,
Kleingeldscheine 1916-1922, Munich 1975, 294 pp.
including 44 plates; another Das Notgeld der Deutschen
Inflation 1922, Munich 1975, 106pp., 13 plates; Das Notgeld
der Deutschen Inflation 1923, Teil I (Band 1-4) and Teil II,
(band 5-8), Munich 1975, 1131 pp., 92 plates. As new, the
series complete and now very scarce. (4)
$200
The Standard work on German Notgeld with complete price guide.
Indispensible to the banknote collector or dealer.
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3757
Kenyon, Robert Lloyd, Kenyon’s Gold Coins of England,
reprint of 1884 edn., in 1969, London, 217 pps., 23 plates
with supplement of 20pp (added in 1966) including survey of
Counterfeit gold coins; Duveen & Stride, The History of the
Gold Sovereign, London, 1962, 112 pps., 18 plates; Allen, J.J.
Cullimore, Sovereigns of the British Empire, Spink, London,
1963, 60pps illustrated throughout; Marsh, Michael A., The
Gold Sovereign, Cambridge, 1980, 72 pps, illust. throughout;
similar, The Gold Half Sovereign,Cambridge, 1982, 53 pp.,
illust. throughout. All hard bound and very fine. (5)
$100

3762
Szego, Alfred., The Coinage of Medieval Austria 1156-1521,
1970 (limited edition No.129), 56 pp illustrated throughout;
Cejnek, Oberst d R. Josef., Nachtrag zu den Osterreichischen
Munzpragungen von 1519 bis 1954, Vienna, 1954, 46 pp.;
Loehr, August., Osterreichische Geldgeschichte, Vienna,
1946, 89 pp. 16 plates; Davenport, John S., The Talers of the
Austrian Noble Houses, 64pp, 1972, illust. throughout; Hans,
Dr. J., Zwei Jahrhunderte Maria-Theresien-Taler 1751-1951,
60pp, 1950; Wurschinger, Franz., Wiener Rechenpfennige
und Spielmunzen im 18. und 19. Jahrhundert., Vienna,
1943, 30pps, 4 plates; Jaeger, kurt., Die Munzpragungen
des Hauses Habsburg, 1780-1918 und der Bundesrepublik
Osterreich, 1918-1956, Basel, 1956, 156 pp. illustrated
throughout. Fine or better, mostly scarce books. (7)
$100

Ex C.E. Pitchfork Library, several with his stamp inside. An interesting
selection of books on English gold coins.

3758
Rawlings, Gertrude Burford, Coins and how to know them,
London, 1908, 374 pps, illust. on plates throughout (Ex
library of Bernard Roth, Nov.11 1908, [also initialled p.374
and dated], Ken Welch with bookplate); Narbeth, Colin, The
Coin Collectors Encyclopedia; General Guide to National
Museum, Copenhagen; Galletta, Crowns of the World;
Hobson, Coin Identifier; Elmezian, Jorge, Monedalandia,
(Manual de Numismatica), Buenos Aires, 1945 (with
coin diameter measuring gauge); Garrett, Successful Coin
Hunting; Coffin, Coin Collecting: Wear, ted, Coin Collecting
in a Nutshell; Rayner, Peter Alan, Your Book of Coin
Collecting; Reinfeld, How to Build a Coin Collection. Fine
or better. (11)
$100

A range of books on Austrian coinage.

Ex C.E. PitchforkLibrary, many from Ken Welch Library. A range of books
on coin collecting.

3759
Scarfea, Cesare Gamberini di., Le imitazioni e le contraffazioni
monetarie nel Mondo, Bologna, 1959, 243 pp., illustrated
throughout; Forrer, L., Tallero Commemorativo.. 1627,
1907; Del Mar, Alexander., History of the Netherland
Monetary Systems, 14pp, c.1955;Hagen, Josef., Provinzial
Museum in Bonn, Die Mittelalterlichen und Neueren
Munzen, Bonn 1916, 20pp, 6 plates; Wilkinson, John,
Crusader Coins of Syria and Palestine, Totnes, 1986, 108 pps,
illustrated throughout (compiled from the notebooks of John
Wilkinson); Le “Franc” de Dom Antonio, prieur de Crato, roi
de Portugal, 29pp, nd Rare limited edition printing; Reinfeld,
A Catalogue of European Coins, Essex, 1961. A selection of
books on European coinage all fine. (7)
$100
3760
Spink Noble, Auction Sale catalogues sales 31-39, March
1990 - July 1992. Very fine. (10)
$100
3761
Sutherland, Allan, Tokens of New Zealand, part III of
Numismatic History of New Zealand, Thomas Avery &
Sons Limited, New Plymouth, New Zealand 1939, pp 51,
one plate, original paper covers, signed on front cover by the
author. Slight foxing and water stain however now rare.
$50
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